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Today’s Agenda 

 

Morning Session: CCS-ELA & Literacy 

 Opening Activities and Pre-Assessment 

 Sharing our Successes and Challenges 

 Examining the Structure of an Exemplar Unit 

 Digging Deeply – Close Reading, Academic Language, and Text-dependent Questions 

 Connecting Close Reading and Classroom Discussion 

 

Afternoon Session 

 Supporting all Students through Universal Design for Learning 

 Reflecting and Planning 

 

Post-Assessment, Session Evaluation, and Wrap Up 
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Introductory Activities 

Pre-Assessment–CCS-ELA & Literacy 

Instructions: Check the box on the scale that best represents your knowledge or feelings about the CCS-

ELA & Literacy in your classroom. 

Self-Assessment Questions 

No Somewhat Yes 

Absolutely, 

and I could 

teach it to 

someone else 

1 2 3 4 

I understand the backward design process for 

aligning learning goals, assessments, and 

learning activities. 
    

I know the elements of a CCS-aligned 

curriculum and can recognize these elements 

in unit and lesson plans. 

  

 

 

I can design a close reading lesson with a 

sequence of text-dependent questions based 

on key ideas, challenging parts of the text, 

and CCS-ELA & Literacy. 

    

I understand the nature of academic 

vocabulary, how to create text-dependent 

questions to help students define words in 

context, and which words to leverage for 

further study. 

    

I know the principles of Universal Design for 

Learning and related practices and structures 

to support all students. 

    

I am able to facilitate collaborative 

conversations and professional learning for 

my colleagues related to close reading, 

academic language, and Universal Design for 

Learning.  
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Quick Write 

1. Jot down ideas to share with your fellow Core Standards Coaches about activities or conversations 

you facilitated in your school or district relative to Module 1. If you met challenges, feel free to 

share those as well! 

2. Use the Quick Write section of the notepad in your Participant Guide on page 61.  
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Activity 1: Sharing Successes and Challenges 

DESCRIPTION 

In this activity, Connecticut Core Standards District Coaches have an opportunity to share professional 

learning activities and discussions relative to Module 1 Systems of Professional Learning that they 

facilitated in their schools or districts after attending the first module.  

DIRECTIONS 

You will now have an opportunity to share with a few of your colleagues what you did in your school or 

district relative to Module 1 topics and activities. Use your notes from the earlier Quick Write to help 

guide your contribution to the conversation.  

 Number off around the room as directed by your facilitator.  

 Meet with two other participants who have the same number as you. 

 Appoint a timekeeper and a reporter for your group. 

 Use the protocol that follows to guide your discussion. 

 

Protocol for Sharing 

1. One coach shares with the group whatever he or she chooses from the Quick Write 
notes (2 minutes). 

2. After the first participant speaks, others may ask clarifying* questions (2 minutes). 

3. The speaker responds to the questions and reflects on whether he or she felt the 
activity was successful (1 minute). 

4. This cycle repeats, with each coach having an opportunity to share. The timekeeper 
must keep each round to the 5-minute time limit. 

5. If the sharing takes less time than expected, continue with general conversation until 
15 minutes have elapsed. 

*Clarifying questions seek “nuts and bolts” information about what they presenter has shared in order to better 

understand the activity. For example, “How much time did it take?” or “How were participants grouped?” 

Clarifying questions are neither judgmental nor probing.  
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Activity 2: Reviewing a Lesson and a Unit 

The purpose of this activity is for participants to become familiar with overall design principles and 

elements of exemplar units and lessons before beginning to create elements of text-based lessons 

themselves. The activity is divided into two parts: a) unit design and, b) lesson components. 

Activity 2a: Scanning a Unit for Backward Design 

DESCRIPTION 

Participants are introduced to the concept of backward design. They then choose one of three units 

provided, review the structure of this unit, and annotate for evidence of the backward design process in 

the unit they have chosen. 

DIRECTIONS 

1. Listen to a brief presentation about the elements of CCS-aligned units and lessons and the backward 

design process for curriculum. 

2. Choose one of the three exemplar units provided by the facilitator. 

3. Working with a partner, annotate the unit overview or introduction for evidence of the elements of 

backward design. Use the annotation codes on the following page. 

4. Be sure to annotate using sticky notes. The units will be reused in other sessions. 

5. You will have 10 minutes for Activity 2a. 

RESOURCES 

 Grades 6-8 Earth Science Module – Water is Life: The Earth’s Hydrosphere and Its Impact on Living 

Systems. A CCSS-Aligned Curricular Module for Middle School Social Studies Teachers. Developed by 

Expeditionary Learning in Collaboration with Student Achievement Partners 

 Grade 8 Social Studies – Voices from Little Rock: Understanding the Civil Rights Movement through 

Primary Sources. A CCSS-Aligned Curricular Module for Middle School Social Studies Teachers. 

Developed by Expeditionary Learning in Collaboration with Student Achievement Partners 

 Grade 9 ELA & Literacy Module – Essential Question: How Do Authors Develop Complex Characters? 

© 2013 Public Consulting Group. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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ANNOTATION CODES FOR ACTIVITY 2a 

Stage 1: Learning Goals 

 Connecticut Core Standard CCS 

 Understanding U 

 Key/essential/guiding questions  Q 

 Declarative and factual knowledge and skills KS 

Stage 2: Evidence 

 Performance assessment PA 

 Other assessment OA 

Stage 3: Instructional Activities 

 Review one lesson for evidence that the learning goals 
are being addressed in the lesson (LG) 

LG 
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Activity 2b: Looking Closely at a Lesson  

DESCRIPTION 

Participants are introduced to curriculum and instructional elements that will appear in high-quality 

lessons aligned with the CCS. They annotate a single lesson in the unit they have chosen. 

DIRECTIONS 

1. You have been introduced to most of these elements of an aligned lesson in Module 1. Listen for a 

brief description of formative assessment before beginning this activity.  

2. Meet with the same partner and use the same unit as in Activity 2a, and focus on a single lesson. 

3. Annotate the lesson for evidence of important components of a text-based lesson. Use the 

annotation codes, below. 

4. Be sure to annotate using sticky notes. This unit will be reused in other sessions. 

5. You will have 10 minutes for Activity 2b. 

RESOURCES 

 Grades 6–8 Earth Science Module – Water is Life: The Earth’s Hydrosphere and Its Impact on Living 

Systems. A CCSS-Aligned Curricular Module for Middle School Social Studies Teachers. Developed by 

Expeditionary Learning in Collaboration with Student Achievement Partners 

 Grade 8 Social Studies – Voices from Little Rock: Understanding the Civil Rights Movement through 

Primary Sources. A CCSS-Aligned Curricular Module for Middle School Social Studies Teachers. 

Developed by Expeditionary Learning in Collaboration with Student Achievement Partners 

 Grade 9 ELA & Literacy Module – Essential Question: How Do Authors Develop Complex Characters? 

© 2013 Public Consulting Group. This work is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution-

NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/ 

  

http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/
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ANNOTATION CODES FOR ACTIVITY 2b 

Lesson Components 

 Content-rich text  T 

 Targeted set of CCS CCS 

 Close reading and text-dependent questions TDQ 

 Vocabulary and academic language AL 

 Discussion D 

 Formative assessment FA 

 Student supports SS 

SHARING 

After you have completed your lesson review, locate a pair of participants who reviewed the other unit 

and lesson. Share evidence of the elements of backward design that you found in your units. Share 

elements of text-based lesson design that you found in your lesson. Discuss questions or concerns that 

arose as you were reviewing your lessons and units.  

PAUSE FOR REFLECTION 

Turn to the Activity 2b section of the notepad on page 61 of your Participant Guide. In the section 

labeled, “Reviewing a Unit and a Lesson,” jot down notes about anything you think was significant from 

this activity that can be applied to the Core Standards work in your school or district. 
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Activity 3: Digging Deeply – Close Reading, Academic Language, and 

Text-Dependent Questions 

Activity 3a: Reading the Text Closely 

DESCRIPTION 

Working in pairs, participants choose an excerpt from an appropriately complex text for which they will 

create segments of a close reading lesson. The text may be one they bring with them to the workshop, 

or they may choose from the excerpts provided in the Appendix of the Participant Guide. They read the 

text closely and identify core content, vocabulary, and particularly challenging parts of the text. They 

record this information in a 3-column Close Reading Organizer.  

RESOURCES 

 Text excerpts in the Appendix of this Participant Guide on page 63 or one you brought with you 

 Close Reading Organizer 

DIRECTIONS  

In this activity, you will select and read closely a text or text excerpt. Within the text you will identify 

central ideas and core content, vocabulary, and challenging parts of the text. You will continue to use 

this text throughout today, creating parts of a close reading lesson: text-dependent questions, a 

discussion protocol, and student support.  

1. Choose a text from samples in the Appendix of your Participant Guide or one you brought from your 

school or district.  

2. If you are using an extended text, select a challenging excerpt of no more than 5 paragraphs for this 

exercise. 

3. Number the paragraphs, lines, or sentences.  

4. Read the text, making notes about central ideas, core content, vocabulary, and challenging parts of 

the text. 

5. Use the 3-column Close Reading Organizer on the following page to capture notes you will later use 

to create text-dependent questions. 
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CLOSE READING ORGANIZER 

Par., 
Line, 

or 
Sent. # 

Central Ideas, Core Content 
and Related Key Details Vocabulary 

Difficult Section (Challenging 
Concepts or Complex 

Language ) 

#  

 

 

  

#  

 

 

  

#  

 

 

  

#  

 

 

  

#  
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What Makes This an Example of Complex Text and its Academic Language? 

That large animals require a luxuriant vegetation, has been a general assumption which has passed from 

one work to another; but I do not hesitate to say that it is completely false, and that it has vitiated the 

reasoning of geologists on some points of great interest in the ancient history of the world. The 

prejudice has probably been derived from India, and the Indian islands, where troops of elephants, 

noble forests, and impenetrable jungles, are associated together in every one's mind. 

If, however, we refer to any work of travels through the southern parts of Africa, we shall find allusions 

in almost every page either to the desert character of the country, or to the numbers of large animals 

inhabiting it. 

The extract is taken from Darwin's book The Voyage of the Beagle.  
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Activity 3b: Making Decisions about Vocabulary 

DESCRIPTION 

Participants will review the vocabulary they selected in Activity 3a, revising their choices if necessary 

based on the information presented in slides 39-46. They make decisions about how they would teach 

each selected vocabulary word by placing it in a vocabulary quadrant organizer. 

RESOURCES 

 Vocabulary Quadrant Organizer from http://achievethecore.org/page/61/which-words-do-i-teach-

and-how 

 Close Reading Organizer from Activity 3a 

DIRECTIONS 

In this activity, you will review the vocabulary (words and phrases) you selected from your text excerpt 

(Activity 3a), deciding how, or if, you will include these words in your close reading lesson. 

1. Consider each word you wrote in your Close Reading Organizer.  

2. Place each word in the correct quadrant. 

 If the word is critical to understanding the central idea or core content of the text, or if it can be 

leveraged for future use, then it will go in either quadrant 2 or 4. 

 If the word is not essential to understanding the central idea or core content of the text, or if it 

cannot be leveraged for future use, then it will go in either quadrant 1 or 3. 

 If the meaning of the word can be determined from context, then it will go in quadrant 1 or 2. 

 If the meaning of the word must be provided, it will go in quadrant 3 or 4.  

3. After doing this exercise, decide with your partner: 

 Which of these words will we address through text-dependent questions? 

 Which of these words might we just ignore without jeopardizing students’ understanding of the 

text? 

 Which will we provide for students directly, without further instruction? 

 Which of these words would be useful enough (word families, cognates, future appearance in 

other texts) that we would likely address them in an extended lesson? 
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Academic Vocabulary Organizer 

 These words merit less time and 
attention  

 

These words merit more time and 
attention 

(They are abstract, have multiple meanings, and/or 
are a part of a word family) 

M
ea

n
in

g 
ca

n
 b

e 
le

ar
n

ed
 f

ro
m

 
co

n
te

xt
 

1 

 

 

 

 

2 

 

 

 

 

M
ea

n
in

g 
n

e
ed

s 
to

 b
e 

p
ro

vi
d

ed
 

3 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4 

 

 

 

Adapted from http://achievethecore.org/page/61/which-words-do-i-teach-and-how 

  

http://achievethecore.org/page/61/which-words-do-i-teach-and-how
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Activity 4: Creating a Sequence of Text-Dependent Questions 

DESCRIPTION 

 Using the information they recorded in Activities 3a and 3b, participants craft a sequence of text-

dependent questions, using the “Creating Questions for Close Analytic Reading Exemplars: A Brief 

Guide” on the following page as a resource. They then discuss their challenges in writing text-

dependent questions and questions they still have.  

RESOURCES 

 “Creating Questions for Close Analytic Reading Exemplars: A Brief Guide” 

 Vocabulary Quadrant 

 Lesson Plan Template 

 Close Reading Organizer  

DIRECTIONS 

In this activity, you will create a series of text-dependent questions for the excerpt you selected, and for 

which you have identified core content, key details, vocabulary, and challenging sections. Keep in mind 

that the purpose of text-dependent questions is to scaffold students toward independently reading and 

comprehending complex text.  

1. Working with your partner, craft a series of 4-5 text-dependent questions to support students in 

comprehending the text you read. 

2. Review “Creating Questions for Close Analytic Reading Exemplars: A Brief Guide,” on the following 

page to help you craft questions. (However, keep in mind that no two sets of questions are alike, 

and this is not a formula.) 

3. Be certain that in your series of text-dependent questions, you are including questions that help 

students define the vocabulary you identified as “can be defined in context.” 

4. Also, be certain that your questions are neither too broad nor too narrow. Help students focus on 

important information.  

5. Use the Work Time section of the Lesson Plan Template located in the Appendix of your Participant 

Guide on page 89 to record your text-dependent questions. 

6. After about 15 minutes, you will join another pair of participants. 

7. Compare the questions you created, and discuss: 

 Are the questions truly text-dependent? 

 Will they scaffold students toward independence?  
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 Do they address the identified standard(s), in this case R.1? 

 How else might students “get” to these questions besides having the teacher ask them directly? 

8. In the notepad section of your Participant Guide, reflect on these questions: What are the 

challenges to writing text-dependent questions? What supports do teachers need to write effective 

text-dependent questions? 

 

Creating Questions for Close Analytic Reading Exemplars:  

A Brief Guide 

1. Think about what you think is the most important learning to be drawn from the text. Note 

this as raw material for the culminating assignment and the focus point for other activities 

to build towards. 

2. Determine the key ideas of the text. Create a series of questions structured to bring the 

reader to an understanding of these questions. 

3. Locate the most powerful academic words in the text and integrate questions and 

discussions that explore their role into the set of questions above. 

4. Take stock of what standards are being addressed in the series of questions above. Then 

decide if any other standards are suited to being a focus for this text. If so, form questions 

that exercise those standards. 

5. Consider if there are any other academic words that students would profit from focusing 

on. Build discussion planning or additional questions to focus attention on them.   

6. Find the sections of the text that will present the greatest difficulty and craft questions that 

support students in mastering these sections. These could be sections with difficult syntax, 

particularly dense information, and tricky transitions or places that offer a variety of 

possible inferences. 

7. Develop a culminating activity around the idea or learning identified in #1. A good task 

should reflect mastery of one or more of the standards, involve writing, and be structured 

to be done by students independently.  

Retrieved from: http://achievethecore.org/page/45/short-guide-to-creating-text-dependent-questions 

  

http://achievethecore.org/page/45/short-guide-to-creating-text-dependent-questions
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Activity 5: Reading about Classroom Discussion 

DESCRIPTION 

Participants read and annotate an excerpt handout from an IRA policy brief, “Close Reading and Far-

Reaching Classroom Discussion: Fostering a Vital Connection” (Snow & O’Connor, 2013). In groups of 

four, participant use the Four “A”s Protocol (Gray, 2005)  to discuss the article and prepare to answer the 

question, What implications does this excerpt have for our work with teachers and students? 

 

Summary of the article:  

The authors, Snow and O’Connor examine close reading, and consider the advantages as well as the 

limitations of close reading. They suggest ways in which close reading might be usefully supplemented 

by other classroom practices to ensure that it supports comprehension and to avoid problems from an 

excessive focus on close reading, such as student frustration, a decline in motivation to read, and 

reduction in opportunities to learn content. 

Excerpt for close reading:  

The sections of the article participants will read address the relationship between classroom discussion 

and close reading. They read, beginning at the bottom of page 6 through the first column on page 8: 

“Narrow Close Reading Undermines Valuable Classroom Discussion,” and, “Productive Close Reading.” 

DIRECTIONS 

1. Choose a timekeeper and facilitator.  

2. Read the excerpt silently, making notes in the table (on the following page) for each of the 4 As and 

highlighting sentences, phrases, or words in the text as evidence. (8 minutes) 

 What Assumptions does the author of the text hold? 

 What do you Agree with in the text? 

 What do you want to Argue with in the text? 

 What part of the text do you want to Aspire to or Act upon? 

3. In a round, have each person identify one assumption in the text, citing the text as evidence. (1 

minute per person, 4 minutes total) 

4. In the second round, each participant may choose any one of the remaining 3 As to share. (1 minute 

per person, 4 minutes total) (Please note, this is a variation on the original 4 As which continues in 

rounds for each of the remaining As.)  
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5. End the session with an open discussion framed around the question: What does this mean for our 

work with teachers and students? (4 minutes) 

6. One person from each table will share briefly about his/her table’s discussion. (5 minutes total) 

RESOURCES 

 Gray, J. (2005). Four “A”s text protocol. National School Reform Faculty. Harmony Education Center. 

http://www.nsrfharmony.org/protocol/doc/4_a_text.pdf  

 Snow, C. & O’Connor, C. (2013). Close reading and far reaching classroom discussion: fostering a 

vital connection. International Reading Association http://www.reading.org/Libraries/lrp/ira-lrp-

policy-brief--close-reading--13sept2013.pdf  

 

4 A’S PROTOCOL 

What ASSUMPTIONS do the authors hold? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What do you AGREE with in the text? 

  

http://www.nsrfharmony.org/protocol/doc/4_a_text.pdf
http://www.reading.org/Libraries/lrp/ira-lrp-policy-brief--close-reading--13sept2013.pdf
http://www.reading.org/Libraries/lrp/ira-lrp-policy-brief--close-reading--13sept2013.pdf
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What do you want to ARGUE with in the 
text?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What part of the text do you ASPIRE to or 
want to ACT upon? 

What implications does this have for our work with teachers and students? 
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 Activity 6 
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Activity 6: Viewing a Video and Choosing a Protocol 

DESCRIPTION 

Participants will view a video of a secondary class engaged in text-based discussion, and will consider 
the importance of protocols for creating a productive environment for students. They will also note 
where formative assessment opportunities arise during the lesson. After viewing and discussing the 
video, participants will select a protocol from a list of discussion protocols, learn about it, and explain to 
others. Each pair of participants selects a discussion protocol to use in their close reading lesson. 

Activity 6a: Text-based Discussion in the Classroom 

DIRECTIONS 

1. Locate the Activity 6a section of your notepad on page 62. 

2. View the video and take notes about what you observe with regard to: 

 protocols  

 formative assessment opportunities 

3. Discuss what you observed with your table. 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: 

 How do protocols support student discussion? 

 What formative assessment opportunities might student discussion provide?  

RESOURCES 

 Video: Students Cite Evidence from Informational and Literary Text from Expeditionary Learning 

http://vimeo.com/54871334 

 Lesson Plan template 

 Discussion Protocols List 

  

http://vimeo.com/54871334
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Activity 6b: Learn about and Choose a Discussion Protocol  

DIRECTIONS 

1. Review the lists of discussion protocols in your Participant Guide (on the following pages).  

2. Select one protocol to learn about and study it on your own. 

3. At the table, take turns presenting the protocol that you studied.  

4. As each protocol is presented, engage in a brief discussion of how and under what circumstances 

that protocol might be used. 

5. Discuss any enhancements or adaptations you would consider for these protocols. 

4. With your (close reading) partner, select one discussion protocol that you could use in your close 

reading lesson. Consider any supports that students might need in order to participate fully in this 

protocol.  

RESOURCES 

 Discussion Protocols List 

 Lesson Plan template 
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Discussion Protocols 

Numbered Heads Together 

Students are put in groups of 4–6 and numbered. When asked a question, students work together to 
find the best answer. When called together again, the teacher rolls a die and asks the students from 
each group with the number rolled to stand, i.e., “All 3’s from each group please stand.” Each student 
then represents the group and reports the group’s answer. 

Think-Pair-Share 

This involves a three step cooperative structure. During the first step, students think silently about a 
question posed by the teacher. Individuals then pair up during the second step and exchange thoughts. 
In the third step, the pairs share their responses with other pairs or the entire group. It is a usually a 
good idea to have the individuals that are sharing with the whole group explain what their partner said 
in order to promote good listening skills. 

Merry Go Round 

Each student takes a very quick turn sharing with the team a thought or reaction to something posed by 
the teacher. Responses should be quick 1–5 word phrases in order to keep it going quickly and keep 
thoughts concise. 

Put Your Two Cents In 

Each student has two tokens to use as talking pieces. In groups of four, each student takes a turn by 
putting one token in the center of the table and sharing his/her idea. Once everyone has shared once, 
each student then puts one more token in at a time and responds to what someone else in the group 
has shared, i.e., “I agree with____ because…”, or “I don’t agree with _____ because…”, etc. 

Give One, Get One 

After reading about a topic, students are asked to get up and find someone across the room with whom 
to share their thoughts or answers. Students are then receiving an idea in exchange for giving one. 

Jigsaw 

Groups of 4‐5 students are established. Each group member is assigned some unique material to learn 
and then teach to his group members. To help in the learning, students across the class focusing on the 
same material get together to decide what is important and how to teach it. After practice in these 
“expert” groups, the original groups reform and students teach each other.  

Partners 

The class is divided into teams of four. Half of each team is given an assignment to master to be able to 
teach the other half. Partners studying the same material go to one side of the room and consult with 
one another about the material and how to best teach it to the other half of their team. Teams then go 
back together with each set of partners teaching the other set.  
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Inner Outer Circle 

Have students stand in a big circle. Every other person should take one giant step inside the circle and 
turn around facing those in the outer circle. In other words, there should be two circles with the outer 
circle people facing inward and the inner circle people facing outward, and everyone should be 
face‐to‐face. Students in the outer circle begin by asking the student facing them on the inner circle a 
question. This question may be prepared by either the students themselves or the teacher. Once the 
inner circle student has had an opportunity to answer, either the outer or inner circle rotates and the 
process is repeated until a full rotation is made. Then, the inner circle has the opportunity to ask 
questions as the outer circle responds, and so forth.  

Stop and Say Something  
Form groups of 2–3. Individually each person reads the highlighted portions of an article or text up to 
where it says, “Stop and Say Something” (pre-determined by facilitator/teacher). When everyone has 
reached the stopping point, the group members have a brief dialogue about what they read. Repeat for 
the remaining portions of the text.  
 

Save the Last Word  
Form groups of 3–4. Individually each person reads the article, and selects 2 to 3 quotes that particularly 
caught their attention. (Alternate – students write the quote on one side of a card and why they chose it 
on the other.)  
Round 1: The first person reads his/her quote aloud without commenting on it (that comes later!) Each 
other person has one minute to comment on the quote (If they agree…disagree…with the quote, or if it 
makes them think of something related). The initial person has two minutes to respond to the comments, 
including why they selected the quote. This is the last word!  

Remaining Rounds: Repeat the process for each group member.  

Placemat and Round Robin 

Form participants into groups of four. Allocate one piece of chart paper to each group. Ask each group 
to draw the diagram on the paper. 
 

 
 
The outer spaces are for each participant to write their thoughts about the topic. Conduct a Round 
Robin so that each participant can share their views. The circle in the middle of the paper is to note 
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down (by the nominated scribe) the common points made by each participant. Each group then reports 
the common points to the whole group.  

Rotating Trios 

Beforehand, prepare discussion questions. In class, students form trios, with the groups arranged in a 
large circle or square formation. Give the students a question and suggest that each person take a turn 
answering. After a suitable time period, ask the trios to assign a 0, 1, or 2 to each of its members. Then 
direct the #1s to rotate one trio clockwise, the #2s to rotate two trios clockwise, and the #0s to remain 
in the same place; the result will be completely new trios. Now introduce a new, slightly more difficult 
question. Rotate trios and introduce new questions as many times as you would like. 

3-2-1 

After reading an article, share: 

3 things you learned 

2 things you found interesting 

1 question you still have 

Carousel Brainstorming 

Post different questions around the room. Give a different colored marker to each group. 

Each group goes to one piece of paper and writes responses to the question on their paper. When the 

time is up, the groups rotate. At the last chart, the group summarizes and reports out the answer.  

Fishbowl 

Purpose: The fishbowl is a peer-learning strategy in which some participants are in an outer circle and 

one or more are in the center. In all fishbowl activities, both those in the inner and those in the outer 

circles have roles to fulfill. Those in the center, model a particular practice or strategy. The outer circle 

acts as observers and may assess the interaction of the center group. Fishbowls can be used to assess 

comprehension, to assess group work, to encourage constructive peer assessment, to discuss issues in 

the classroom, or to model specific techniques such as literature circles or Socratic Seminars. 

Procedure: Arrange chairs in the classroom in two concentric circles. The inner circle may be only a small 

group or even partners. Explain the activity to the students and ensure that they understand the roles 

they will play. You may either inform those that will be on the inside ahead of time, so they can be 

prepared or just tell them as the activity begins. This way everyone will come better prepared. The 

group in the inner circle interacts using a discussion protocol. Those in the outer circle are silent, but 

given a list of specific actions to observe and note. 

One idea is to have each student in the outer circle observing one student in the inner circle (you may 

have to double, triple, or quadruple up.) For example, tallying how many times the student participates 
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or asks a question. Another way is to give each student in the outer circle a list of aspects of group 

interaction they should observe and comment on. For example, whether the group members use names 

to address each other, take turns, or let everyone’s voice be heard. Make sure all students have turns 

being in the inside and the outside circles at some point, though they don’t all have to be in both every 

time you do a fishbowl activity.  

Debrief: Have inner circle members share how it felt to be inside. Outer circle members should 

respectfully share observations and insights. Discuss how the fishbowl could improve all group 

interactions and discussions. 

Variation: Each person in the outside circle can have one opportunity during the fishbowl to freeze or 

stop the inside participants. This person can then ask a question or share an insight. 

Hosted Gallery Walk Protocol: “The Gallery Jigsaw” 

Purpose: This strategy offers participants an opportunity to share information with others in a gallery 
walk type setting. The protocol involves small-group collaboration, while making individuals responsible 
for the learning and the teaching. 

Procedure: 

1. Divide participants into groups – size of group will vary with the topic and how it can be divided, size 
of class, age of participants, etc. 

2. Assign each group a specific segment of your topic (example: legislative branch of government, role of 
a worker bee, or transportation on the river). 

3. Provide each group with additional materials they need to further enhance the study that has already 
been introduced, probably in a large-group setting (example: government, insects, and importance of 
our river). 

4. Allow time for the group to read and discuss the new information. Using prior knowledge along with 
the new knowledge, have them create a visual representation that each person in the group will use to 
teach others in the class. 

5.Be clear that each person has to understand the text and images on the poster in order to present the 
information effectively. Allow time for the groups to help one another focus on key components. 

6. Post the work around the room or in the hallway. 

7. Regroup participants so each new group has at least one member from the previously established 
groups. 

8. Give specific directions at which poster each group will start and what the rotation will look like. 

9. The speaker at each poster is the person(s) who participated in the creation of the poster. 

10. When all groups have visited each poster, debrief. 
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Debrief: 

What was your biggest “a-ha” during the tour? 

How was your learning enhanced by this method? 

What role? 

World Café Discussion Protocol 

Purpose: To discuss a topic or various topics, rotating the role of leadership and mixing up a group of 
people. 

Procedure: 

1. Form three groups of 3 or 4 and sit together at a table. 

2. Each group selects a “leader.” 

3. The leader’s role is to record the major points of the conversation that takes place at the table and to 
then summarize the conversation using the recorded notes…a bit later. 

4. The group discusses the topic at hand until time is called. Groups can be discussing the same topic or 
related topics. 

5. The leader stays put; the rest of the group rotates to the next table. 

6. The leader (the one who didn’t move) presents a summary of the conversation recorded from the 
former group to the new group. 

7. Each table selects a new leader. 

8. Again, the new leader’s role is to record the major points of the conversation that takes place at the 
table and to then summarize the conversation using the recorded notes…a bit later. 

9. The group discusses the topic at hand until time is called. 

10. Repeat the process, ideally until all participants have had a chance to lead. 

11. After the final round, the last group of leaders present to the whole group rather than reporting out 
to a “next rotation.” 
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 Universal Design for Learning 
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What is Universal Design for Learning? 

View the video UDL: Principles and Practices. Dr. David Rose, the co-founder and former director of 
CAST, explains the three principles of UDL. After viewing the video, use the prompts below to share your 
thoughts with a partner, then share at your table. The video can be found here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGLTJw0GSxk.  

 

1. What do the terms “Universal,” “Design,” and “Learning” refer to in the learning process? 

  

Universal – 

 

Design –  

 

Learning – 

 

2. Why do you think using multiple means of representation, expression, and engagement may 
help more students to become more successful? 

  

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGLTJw0GSxk.%20
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Three UDL Principles to Minimize Barriers and Maximize Learning  

Common to the principles are: flexibility, choice, alternatives, and options so learning is 
accessible to all.  

 

Representation – the what of learning, where teachers provide multiple, flexible methods of 
presentation to support recognition learning - 

How do students pick up and learn the information? 

 

Expression – the how of learning, where teachers provide multiple, flexible methods of 
expression and assessment to support strategic learning –  

How do students act upon and express that learning? 

 

Engagement – the why of learning, where teachers provide multiple, flexible options for 
engagement to support interest and motivation for learning – 

How are students engaged in the learning?  

 

 

Teacher Design Questions 

Have I made certain: 

Representation 

 concepts and information are equally perceived and accessible? 

 all students can generalize and transfer the information? 

Expression 

 all students can express what they know and 

 express their knowledge, ideas, and concepts in various ways? 

Engagement 

 alternative ways to increase student interest and engagement are provided? 

 options for students who differ in motivation and self-regulation skills are 
provided?  
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UDL Guidelines and Resources  

UDL Wheel Online  

http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/  

 

 
 

Framework with Supports for ELA/Literacy Instruction 
Multiple Means of 

Representation 
Multiple Means of Expression 

Multiple Means of 
Engagement 

Technological Supports 

 Offer ways of customizing the 
display of information 

bookbuilder.cast.org Book Builder 

allows for flexibility in display and 

coaching characteristics that help 

students think about the text. 

 Facilitate managing information and 
resources 

www.evernote.com Encourages 

students to save ideas, tasks, projects, 

files, and research through this free 

software. 

 Optimize individual choice and 
autonomy  

bookbuilder.cast.org Book Builder 

allows for authoring and choice in 

creating text and choosing images. 

 Offer alternatives for auditory 
information 

www.popplet.com Provides a place to 

add notes, outlines, and photographs 

or to create visual graphic organizers 

to enhance understanding. 

 Optimize access to tools and 
assistive technologies 

www.techmatrix.org Over 300 

educational and assistive technology 

tools, resources, and technologies to 

support all students. 

  Heighten salience of goals and 
objectives 

www.studygs.net/shared/mgmnt.htm 

Provides students with tools to 

manage their time and achieve their 

goals. 

 Offer alternatives for visual 
information 

www.naturalreaders.com Provides 

audio files of text through free text 

reader so students can listen to digital 

copies of text. 

 Use multiple media for 
communication 

www.voicethread.com Web-based 

application that allows students to 

share and create multimedia 

presentations. 

 Facilitate personal coping skills 
and strategies 

www.facesoflearning.net 

Encourages students to take 

ownership to discover how they 

best learn and take steps toward 

improving their learning skills. 

http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/
http://bookbuilder.cast.org/
http://www.evernote.com/
http://bookbuilder.cast.org/
http://www.popplet.com/
http://www.techmatrix.org/
http://www.studygs.net/shared/mgmnt.htm
http://www.naturalreaders.com/
http://www.voicethread.com/
http://www.facesoflearning.net/
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Multiple Means of 
Representation 

Multiple Means of Expression 
Multiple Means of 

Engagement 

 Clarify vocabulary and symbols 
www.blachan.com/shahi/ An online 

dictionary that provides definitions 

with Flickr, Google, and Yahoo images. 

www.visualthesaurus.com Students 

can create a visual web of related 

words. 

www.paperrater.com/ Students check 

their grammar and spelling and get 

alerts for opportunities to improve 

their writing. 

 Maximize transfer and 
generalization 

https://www.diigo.com/ Students 

can use this resource to collect and 

organize documents, highlight or 

add sticky notes, bookmarks, and 

images. 

 Clarify syntax and structure 
www.sophia.org/paper-writing-

transitions-and-topic-sentence-tutorial 

Provides support through a tutorial on 

transition words/phrases. 

 

 Use multiple tools for construction 
and composition 

www.studygs.net/shared/writing/index.htm 

Encourages students to improve their 

skills through taking a self-assessment 

and completing an independent 

learning module on writing. 

 Vary demands and resources to 
optimize challenge 

udleditions.cast.org/index.html 

Provides students leveled supports 

and an online Texthelp Toolbar to 

provide flexibility when reading 

digital media. 

 Support text, reading 
www.openlibrary.org/ and 

www.naturalreaders.com/download.php 

Has over one million free viewable 

eBooks that the user can personalize. 

Used in conjunction with Natural 

Reader, the free text can be read aloud 

in a voice of the reader’s choice.  

 Build fluencies with graduated levels 
of support for practice and 
performance 

Instructional Strategy-Coding/  

http://cst.cast.org/cst/auth-login Read, 

collect and understand information 

and develop web-based lesson with 

learning strategies and vocabulary 

supports. 

 

 Foster collaboration and 
communication 

www.padlet.com Web based “pads” 

to post questions or a vocabulary 

terms. 

www.edmodo.com Allows for 

teacher-student communication and 

collaboration and provides a 

platform for posting assignments, 

reminders, etc. 

 Promote understanding across 
languages 

www.etype.com Free downloadable 

software that includes a translator and 

dictionary between languages and 

includes a word predictor; is compatible 

with Word and the web. 

  Promote expectations and beliefs 
that optimize motivation  

www.goalmigo.com/ Students can 

create and track personal goals and 

have the option of sharing with 

peers or a wider community. 

Students can update friends or a 

larger community as they make 

progress toward and complete their 

goals. 

 

 Illustrate through multiple media 
www.hippocampus.org. Science, 
Social Studies and ELA 6-12 text and 
videos along with primary sources 
(similar Khan Academy but for the 
social sciences). 

 Enhance capacity for monitoring 
progress 

www.voki.com/ Encourages students 

to listen to themselves orally read and 

self-evaluate through avatars. 

 Develop self-assessment and 
reflection 

edublogs.org/ Students use an 

online forum to create their self-

assessment or reflection 

http://www.blachan.com/shahi/
http://www.visualthesaurus.com/
http://www.paperrater.com/
https://www.diigo.com/
http://www.sophia.org/paper-writing-transitions-and-topic-sentence-tutorial
http://www.sophia.org/paper-writing-transitions-and-topic-sentence-tutorial
http://www.studygs.net/shared/writing/index.htm
http://udleditions.cast.org/index.html
http://www.openlibrary.org/
http://www.naturalreaders.com/download.php
http://cst.cast.org/cst/auth-login
http://www.padlet.com/
http://www.edmodo.com/
http://www.etype.com/
http://www.goalmigo.com/
http://www.hippocampus.org/
http://www.voki.com/
http://edublogs.org/
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Multiple Means of 
Representation 

Multiple Means of Expression 
Multiple Means of 

Engagement 

 Activate or supply background 
knowledge 

www.wdl.org/en/ The World Digital 

Library provides a searchable database, 

in several languages, of primary 

materials worldwide. 

 Support planning and strategy 
development 

https://support.google.com/calendar/

answer/2465776?hl=en Encourage 

students to use Google calendar to 

track assignments. 

 

Instructional Supports 

     Provide the questions in a written 
format. Have students underline 
key words in the question. 

     Have students restate the 
question or summarize what it is 
asking. 

     Number paragraphs so students 
can easily access where evidence 
can be found. 

     Provide some questions to the 
student before reading to think 
about as he or she reads. 

     Provide a read aloud as one of the 
rereads. 

     Have students pre-read selection 
before the lesson. 

     Chunk the text. Give students 
smaller “bites” of information and 
ensure that they have adequate 
time to analyze them. 

     Increase font size of presentations 
and handouts. 

     Provide transcripts of any videos 

     Pre-teach difficult vocabulary. 
 
 

 

     Have students generate and 
answer their own questions and 
pose these questions to a partner. 

 Have student prepare for a 

discussion by writing discussion 

notes, key points and evidence 

before the discussion. 

 Have students use sentences 

strips, story webs, mapping tools 

as they read or write. 

 Use web application to create 

presentations. 

 Present concepts in symbolic 

representation and pictures or use 

images to express thoughts. 

     Annotate the text with margin 
notes. 

 
 

 
 

     Utilize inside-outside circles 

with students working together 

to answer questions and find 

evidence. 

     Provide students with a 

passage and three different 

colored highlighters or colored 

pencils. Students are to 

underline or highlight the main 

idea, explicit evidence, and any 

implicit evidence. Students 

could also write their 

inferences in the margin based 

on the implicit evidence. 

     Use a fishbowl technique 
where diverse learners can 
listen to peers in the inner 
circle talk about evidence from 
the text while the outer circle 
writes down what they hear 
and agrees or disagrees. 

 Employ Socratic seminars to 

increase discussion. 

 Use student generated 

discussion topics. 

 Use checklists and recording 

logs that focus on students 

goals. 

 Whenever possible, give 

choices. 

From Flanagan, Liebling, and Meltzer, 2013. Copyright 2013 by Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 

About the Table 1The technology examples of effective scaffolding practices were identified through a meta-analysis of over 1,000 scientific 
studies of supports that contribute to improvements in student success. For a description of the research base underpinning this framework, 
see http://www.udlcenter.org/research/researchevidence/ 2The National Center for Universal Design for Learning provides additional UDL 
resources at http://www.udlcenter.org/implementation/examples. The Technology Integration Matrix provides additional technology based 
UDL resources at http://fcit.usf.edu/matrix/matrix.php. 

 

http://www.wdl.org/en/
https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/2465776?hl=en
https://support.google.com/calendar/answer/2465776?hl=en
http://www.udlcenter.org/research/researchevidence/
http://www.udlcenter.org/implementation/examples
http://fcit.usf.edu/matrix/matrix.php
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Instructional Shift 1: Building Knowledge through Content-Rich Text 

Strategy Analytic Graphic Organizers 

Description This strategy uses a visual format like charts, diagrams, and graphs to help students explore the 
characteristics, relationships, or effects of a complex topic. This supports students to organize 
their thoughts and construct meaning from text. Examples include cause-effect diagrams, 
comparison-contrast charts, and process flow diagrams. 

Purpose Use during and after reading to: 

 Provide a visual way to analyze how information and ideas are linked  

 Help organize information for note-taking, learning, and recall  

 Show specific relationships, such as cause-effect, sequence, or comparison-contrast 

 Synthesize information from different locations in the text or from multiple texts 

 Convey understanding of information and concepts so misconceptions can be seen 

Directions 1. Explain the purpose of using a graphic organizer to visualize how ideas link together. 

2. Model how to complete a specific type of graphic organizer before asking students to 

complete that type in pairs and then individually. 

3. After introducing several graphic organizers one at a time, present a variety of graphic 

organizers together so students see how the shape of each graphic organizer shows how 

the information is connected. 

4. Model for students how to select a graphic organizer depending on the purpose for 

organizing information: comparison, sequence, cause-effect, main idea-supporting detail, 

pro/con evidence, and so on.  

5. Help students select an appropriate graphic organizer. 

6. Assist students as needed while they organize the information.  

7. Ask students how completing the graphic organizer helped them understand the text 

differently. Students might discuss this using a Think-Pair-Share or complete a Quick Write 

to respond. 

Extensions 

 

 

 Use the graphic organizer to study words and concepts that were examined during the close 
reading of text. 

 Have students show their graphic organizers to one another and compare their responses. 

 Have students design creative variations of graphic organizers to match the content or 
context. 

 Use for essays or other writing, or cue charts for question generating/answering a text; for 
example: Where did you find evidence for your answer? How can you prove it? What is the 
main idea? What were the turning points in the chapter? What are the important steps in this 
process? 
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Analytic Graphic Organizers for Vocabulary Development  

BRAINSTORMING WEB 

 

 

TRIPLE-ENTRY VOCABULARY JOURNAL 

 

 

Word in 
Context 

Definition 
in My Own 

Words 

Picture, 
Memory 

Aid, Phrase 

   

   

   

 

 

 

 

WORD SORT 

 

Categories 

   

 

Words to Sort 

   

   

   
 

SEMANTIC FEATURE ANALYSIS 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONCEPT MAP 

 

 

FRAYER MODEL 

 

Essential 
Characteristics 

 

 

 

Nonessential 
Characteristics 

Examples 

 

 

 

 

Nonexamples 

 

From Meltzer and Jackson (Eds.), 2011. Copyright 2011 by Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 

 

  

K
e

y 
Fe

at
u

re
s

Concept Terms

 CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC 

CHARACTERISTIC CHARACTERISTIC 

CONCEPT 

CHARACTERISTIC 

EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 

EXAMPLE 

EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 

EXAMPLE 
EXAMPLE 

EXAMPLE 

Topic 

Concept 

Theme 
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Analytic Graphic Organizers for Patterns and Relationships  

MAIN IDEAS 

 

 

COMPARE/CONTRAST 

 

 

GENERALIZATION 

 

 

 

CAUSE/EFFECT 

 

CAUSE(S) EFFECT(S) 

  

  

  

 

 

 

PROCESS CYCLE 

 

 

 

 

 

 

SEQUENCE 

 

      BEGINNING 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

           END 

 

DISCUSSION WEB 

 

 

PROPOSITION/SUPPORT OUTLINE 

 

PROPOSITION 

 

 

SUPPORT 

1. Facts 

2. Statistics 

3. Examples 

4. Expert authority 

5. Logic and Reasoning 
 

LIST-GROUP-LABEL 

 

List Group Label 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From Meltzer and Jackson (Eds.), 2011. Copyright 2011 by Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 

 

  

Topic

Subtopic

Details

Subtopic

Details

Subtopic

Details

 

 
 Similarities 

Differences Differences 

Event 3 

Event 1 

Event 2 

Significance 

Significance 

Significance 

Step 1 

Step 5 

Step 4 

Step 2 

Step 3 

Generalization 

Example 

Example 

Example 
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Instructional Shift 2: Close Reading 

Strategy Coding Text/Comprehension Monitoring 

Description This instructional practice helps students to engage and interact with text and monitor 
comprehension as they read.  

Note: Coding/Comprehension Monitoring can be used for the first independent reading 
or a close read of the text. Codes should align with grade level expectations. 

Purpose Use during reading to: 

 Support content area learning by focusing on key concepts and academic language 

 Provide a way for students to engage in a dialogue with the author 

 Help students identify how they process information while reading 

 Help students identify what is difficult in the text so they can select and apply 
comprehension strategies to support their reading 

 Develop meta-cognitive awareness and ability to monitor one’s own comprehension  

Directions 1. Explain that this practice helps readers monitor their reading so they can identify 

what they do or don’t understand. 

2. Choose 2–3 codes that support the purpose of the reading and reinforce targeted 

literacy habits and skills.  

3. Model the practice, using an overhead or whiteboard. Do a Think-Aloud while 

marking the codes so students witness the meta-cognitive process.  

4. Guide the students to apply the coding. Review the codes and have students code 

their reactions as they read on the page margins, lined paper inserts, or sticky 

notes. 

Extensions Have students compare and discuss how they coded sections of the text. After students 
are comfortable with coding using teacher-provided codes, encourage them to develop 
additional codes appropriate for reading a particular text. 

 

 

 

 

 

Possible Codes (use only 2–4 codes per time) 

+ 
 
* 
? 
 

C 

E 

 

New information or academic 
language 
I know this information 
I don’t understand/I have 
questions 
Claim 
Evidence 
I agree 

! 
--> 
T-T 
T-W 
 
C 
E 
X 
 

Interesting 
Important information 
Text-to-text connection 
Text-to-world 
connection 
Cause 
Effect 
I disagree 
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Instructional Shift 3: Complex Text and Its Academic Language 

Strategy Word Sorts 

Description Word Sort is a classification routine where the teacher provides lists of words that students 
cluster together in meaningful ways to evolve main ideas or determine conceptual relationships 
(closed sort). The students may also sort the words by characteristics and meanings and then 
label the categories (open sort) (Gillet and Kita, 1979). 

Note: Words Sorts are most effective when used as a collaborative routine because students can 
discuss multiple ways that the words on the list are related, thereby developing a more robust 
understanding of the terms. Discussing and classifying are two effective ways to help students 
learn and remember academic vocabulary. 

Purpose Use after reading to: 

 Help students learn vocabulary by comparing, contrasting, and classifying words based on 

characteristics or meanings 

 Help students recognize the relationships and differences between terms that are related to 

the same concept 

 Develop students’ ability to reason through analysis, classification, induction, and analogy 

 Enhance students’ interest in vocabulary development through a multi-sensory experience 

as they read, write, and manipulate words while sharing their thinking with others 

 Develop divergent thinking when open sort is used 

Directions 1.  State that the purpose of a Word Sort is to develop and remember deeper understandings 

of vocabulary terms. Ask four students to come up front to complete one Word Sort. 

Prompt to deepen the conversation where necessary. For example: What makes you think 

that these two words are like one another? What evidence is in the text that these are 

about the same thing? So, how do they differ?  

2.  Provide students with a list of academic vocabulary words that you have been discussing 

when doing a close read of the text. Have pairs or small groups of students copy 

vocabulary terms onto index cards or strips of paper, one word per card or strip of paper.  

3.  Ask students (in pairs or small groups) to sort the words into categories, either by 

providing the categories (closed sort) or having the students generate the categories 

(open sort). 

4.  Have each pair or small group share the reasoning and evidence justifying why they sorted 

the vocabulary in a particular way. After all have reported out, ask students to share or to 

do a Quick Write on insights gained about the meanings of the words through the activity.  

Extensions Have students sort the words into a Venn diagram, then summarize their findings in a quick 

write. 

 
From Meltzer, Conley, and Perks, 2014 (in preparation). Copyright 2014 Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 

From Meltzer and Jackson (Eds.), 2011. Copyright 2011 by Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 

For additional CCS-ELA aligned instructional practices, see www.thinkquiry.com  

http://www.thinkquiry.com/
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Word Sort Template  

Closed Sort 

Origin of the World Word Bank: confused mass, shapeless, vast, overarching, deity, omnipresence, 
revered, veneration, melancholy, chaste, refined, life-sustaining 

Language that describes Uranus 

 

Language that describes GÆA 

 

Language that describes Chaos 

 

Word(s) Evidence Word(s) Evidence Word(s) Evidence 

      

      

Open Sort 

Geography Word List: plateau, tundra, swamp, savanna, mesa, oasis, tributary, isthmus, peninsula, 
strait, steppe, fjord 

 Categories  

I 

 

II III 

 

 

  

 

 

  

   

From Meltzer, Conley, and Perks, 2014 (in preparation). Copyright 2014 Public Consulting Group. Adapted and reprinted with permission. 
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ORIGIN OF THE WORLD.—FIRST DYNASTY 
URANUS AND GÆA. (CŒLUS AND TERRA) 

1. The ancient Greeks had several different theories with regard to the origin of the world, but the 
generally accepted notion was that before this world came into existence, there was in its place a 
confused mass of shapeless elements called Chaos. These elements becoming at length consolidated (by 
what means does not appear), resolved themselves into two widely different substances, the lighter 
portion of which, soaring on high, formed the sky or firmament, and constituted itself into a vast, 
overarching vault, which protected the firm and solid mass beneath. Thus came into being the two first 
great primeval deities of the Greeks, Uranus and Gæa. 

2. Uranus, the more refined deity, represented the light and air of heaven, possessing the distinguishing 
qualities of light, heat, purity, and omnipresence, whilst Gæa, the firm, flat, life-sustaining earth, was 
worshipped as the great all-nourishing mother. Her many titles refer to her more or less in this 
character, and she appears to have been universally revered among the Greeks, there being scarcely a 
city in Greece which did not contain a temple erected in her honour; indeed Gæa was held in such 
veneration that her name was always invoked whenever the gods took a solemn oath, made an 
emphatic declaration, or implored assistance. 

3. Uranus, the heaven, was believed to have united himself in marriage with Gæa, the earth; and a 
moment's reflection will show what a truly poetical, and also what a logical idea this was; for, taken in a 
figurative sense,this union actually does exist. The smiles of heaven produce the flowers of earth, 
whereas his long-continued frowns exercise so depressing an influence upon his loving partner, that she 
no longer decks herself in bright and festive robes, but responds with ready sympathy to his melancholy 
mood. 

4. Uranus and Gæa produced two distinctly different races of beings called Giants and Titans. The Giants 
personified brute strength alone, but the Titans united to their great physical power intellectual 
qualifications variously developed. There were three Giants, Briareus, Cottus, and Gyges, who each 
possessed a hundred hands and fifty heads, and were known collectively by the name of the 
Hecatoncheires, which signified hundred-handed. These mighty Giants could shake the universe and 
produce earthquakes; it is therefore evident that they represented those active subterranean forces. 
The Titans were twelve in number; their names were: Oceanus, Ceos, Crios, Hyperion, Iapetus, Cronus, 
Theia, Rhea, Themis, Mnemosyne, Phœbe, and Tethys. 

5. Uranus, the chaste light of heaven, the essence of all that is bright and pleasing, held in abhorrence 
his crude, rough, and turbulent offspring, the Giants, and moreover feared that their great power might 
eventually prove hurtful to himself.  

The Project Gutenberg EBook of Myths and Legends of Ancient Greece and Rome, by E.M. Berens 
www.gutenberg.org  
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Word Sort Video 

As you view the video, jot down in your notes the supports the teacher uses to help all students be 

successful. The video can be found here: Interactive Word Wall from Expeditionary Learning 

http://vimeo.com/84900192. 

 

1. What did you notice about the strategies she used to push the learning forward for her 

students?  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. What planning needed to happen prior to this lesson to set students up for success? 

 

 

 

 

  

http://vimeo.com/84900192
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 Activity 7 
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Activity 7: Viewing and Discussing Lessons with UDL Supports 

DESCRIPTION  

In this activity, you will view video examples of CCS-ELA & Literacy aligned lessons with UDL supports. 

Use the discussion prompts to examine how these lessons align to CCS-ELA & Literacy and identify the 

UDL supports that are in place.  

DIRECTIONS 

As you view the video: 

Look for alignment to the CCS-ELA & Literacy shifts of: 

1. Building knowledge through content-rich nonfiction; 

2. Reading, writing, and speaking grounded in evidence from text, both literary and informational; and 

3. Regular practice with complex text and its academic language.  

 

Look at what the teacher did for UDL supports and practices in providing: 

1. Multiple means of representation; 

2. Multiple means of action and expression; and 

3.  Multiple means of engagement. 

 

Jot down your observations in the Activity 7 section of your notepad on page 62. 

RESOURCES  

 Video: Arguing the Pros and Cons of Teen Driving from the Teaching Channel 

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/common-core-collaborative-discussions 

 Discussion Prompts for Instructional Videos 

 UDL Guidelines and Resources  

https://www.teachingchannel.org/videos/common-core-collaborative-discussions
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Suggested Discussion Prompts  

 

1. Which CCS-ELA & Literacy shifts are evident? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2. Which UDL supports are implemented in the lesson? 
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 Activity 8 
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Activity 8: Applying UDL Supports to a Lesson  

DESCRIPTION 

Participants will revisit the UDL Wheel, and UDL Guidelines and Resources, starting on page 38 of the 

Participant Guide. Using these resources, they will review their lesson with their partner and consider 

the UDL supports that could be added to close reading, text-dependent questions, academic language, 

and discussions to support all students.  

DIRECTIONS 

1. Revisit the close reading lesson you began in Activity 2. 

2. Working in pairs, consider strategies for multiple means of representation, expression, and 

engagement.  

3. Add examples of UDL supports to the lesson, restructuring the lesson as necessary.  

RESOURCES 

 UDL Guidelines and Resources 

 UDL Wheel http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/ 

 Draft close reading lesson 

  

http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/
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 Activity 9 
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Activity 9: Reflecting and Sharing 

DESCRIPTION  

Participants will review the notes and activities from today. In table groups, they reflect on the 

presentation, videos, activities, and lesson planning by using discussion prompts. 

DIRECTIONS 

1. Consider all the elements of today’s workshop including: lesson and unit design, close reading, 

text-based discussions, text-dependent questions, academic language, and Universal Design for 

Learning. 

2. Choose a recorder from your table. Working with the table – answer the questions below. 

3. When finished, one representative from each table will stand. In turn, each table will give one 

idea. 

4. If a table has the same idea, check it off and do not repeat ideas. The activity continues until one 

person is left standing i.e., “last man standing.” 

RESOURCES  

 Your notes in the notepad 

 Your draft close reading lesson 

 UDL Guidelines and Resources 

Discussion Prompt 

What knowledge and skills must teachers have in order to design CCS-ELA & Literacy 
aligned lessons with student supports? 
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 Activity 10 
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Activity 10: Action Planning 

DESCRIPTION  

Participants will work with district or school teams (or with a job-alike partner from another school) to 

reflect on today’s activities and plan how the messages and resources from Module 2 can be shared 

with colleagues. 

DIRECTIONS 

List Module 2’s key messages you will share, and develop strategies for sharing messages and resources 
(e.g., presentation, videos, resource links, and aligned instructional practices) with colleagues back at 
your schools. 

 

Key Messages about CCS-ELA & Literacy from 
Module 2 

Strategies and Resources 

1.   

2.  

3.  

4.   

5.   
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 Closing Activities 
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Closing Activities 

Post-Assessment–CCS-ELA & Literacy  

Instructions: Check the box on the scale that best represents your knowledge or feelings about the CCS-

ELA & Literacy in your classroom. 

Self-Assessment Questions 

No Somewhat Yes 

Absolutely, 

and I could 

teach it to 

someone else 

1 2 3 4 

I understand the backward design process for 

aligning learning goals, assessments, and 

learning activities. 
    

I know the elements of a CCS-aligned 

curriculum and can recognize these elements 

in unit and lesson plans. 

  

 

 

I can design a close reading lesson with a 

sequence of text-dependent questions based 

on key ideas, challenging parts of the text, 

and CCS-ELA & Literacy. 

    

I understand the nature of academic 

vocabulary, how to create text-dependent 

questions to help students define words in 

context, and which words to leverage for 

further study. 

    

I know the principles of Universal Design for 

Learning and related practices and structures 

to support all students. 

    

I am able to facilitate collaborative 

conversations and professional learning for 

my colleagues related to close reading, 

academic language, and Universal Design for 

Learning.  
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Session Evaluation 

Thank you for attending today’s session. Your feedback is very important to us! Please fill out a short 

survey about today’s session.  

The survey is located here: http://surveys.pcgus.com/s3/CT-ELA-Module-2-6-12  

 

  

http://surveys.pcgus.com/s3/CT-ELA-Module-2-6-12
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Notepad for Module 2 

Introductory Activity: Quick Write for Sharing 

Jot down some information or thoughts you might share with other Core Standards District Coaches 

regarding conversations or professional learning activities in your school or district, relative to Systems of 

Professional Learning Module 1. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Activity 2: Reviewing a Unit and a Lesson 

Jot down a few notes about anything you think was significant from this activity that might apply to Core 

Standards work in your school or district. 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Activity 4: Creating a Sequence of Text-Dependent Questions 

After writing and reviewing text-dependent questions for your text, take a few moments to reflect on the 

process: What are the challenges to writing text-dependent questions? What supports do teachers need 

to write effective text-dependent questions? 

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Activity 6a: Text-based Discussion in the Classroom 

Take notes as you view a video about text-based discussion. How do protocols support student 

discussion? What formative assessment opportunities might student discussion provide?  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

Activity 7: View and Discuss Lessons with UDL Supports  

Examine how these video lessons align to the CCS-ELA & Literacy shifts and identify the UDL Supports 

that are in place.  

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 
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Appendix 

Text Excerpts  

ANNIE DILLARD, LIVING LIKE WEASELS 

A weasel is wild. Who knows what he thinks? He sleeps in his underground den, his tail draped over his 

nose. Sometimes he lives in his den for two days without leaving. Outside, he stalks rabbits, mice, 

muskrats, and birds, killing more bodies than he can eat warm, and often dragging the carcasses home. 

Obedient to instinct, he bites his prey at the neck, either splitting the jugular vein at the throat or 

crunching the brain at the base of the skull, and he does not let go. One naturalist refused to kill a 

weasel who was socketed into his hand deeply as a rattlesnake. The man could in no way pry the tiny 

weasel off, and he had to walk half a mile to water, the weasel dangling from his palm, and soak him off 

like a stubborn label. 

And once, says Ernest Thompson Seton--once, a man shot an eagle out of the sky. He examined the 

eagle and found the dry skull of a weasel fixed by the jaws to his throat. The supposition is that the eagle 

had pounced on the weasel and the weasel swiveled and bit as instinct taught him, tooth to neck, and 

nearly won. I would like to have seen that eagle from the air a few weeks or months before he was shot: 

was the whole weasel still attached to his feathered throat, a fur pendant? Or did the eagle eat what he 

could reach, gutting the living weasel with his talons before his breast, bending his beak, cleaning the 

beautiful airborne bones? 

I have been reading about weasels because I saw one last week. I startled a weasel who startled me, and 

we exchanged a long glance. 

Twenty minutes from my house, through the woods by the quarry and across the highway, is Hollins 

Pond, a remarkable piece of shallowness, where I like to go at sunset and sit on a tree trunk. Hollins 

Pond is also called Murray's Pond; it covers two acres of bottomland near Tinker Creek with six inches of 

water and six thousand lily pads. In winter, brown-and-white steers stand in the middle of it, merely 

dampening their hooves; from the distant shore they look like miracle itself, complete with miracle's 

nonchalance. Now, in summer, the steers are gone. The water lilies have blossomed and spread to a 

green horizontal plane that is terra firma to plodding blackbirds, and tremulous ceiling to black leeches, 

crayfish, and carp. 

This is, mind you, suburbia. It is a five-minute walk in three directions to rows of houses, though none is 

visible here. There's a 55-mph highway at one end of the pond, and a nesting pair of wood ducks at the 

other. Under every bush is a muskrat hole or a beer can. The far end is an alternating series of fields and 

woods, fields and woods, threaded everywhere with motorcycle tracks--in whose bare clay wild turtles 

lay eggs. 
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So, I had crossed the highway, stepped over two low barbed-wire fences, and traced the motorcycle 

path in all gratitude through the wild rose and poison ivy of the pond's shoreline up into high grassy 

fields. Then I cut down through the woods to the mossy fallen tree where I sit. This tree is excellent. It 

makes a dry, upholstered bench at the upper, marshy end of the pond, a plush jetty raised from the 

thorny shore between a shallow blue body of water and a deep blue body of sky. 

The sun had just set. I was relaxed on the tree trunk, ensconced in the lap of lichen, watching the lily 

pads at my feet tremble and part dreamily over the thrusting path of a carp. A yellow bird appeared to 

my right and flew behind me. It caught my eye; I swiveled around—and the next instant, inexplicably, I 

was looking down at a weasel, who was looking up at me. 

Weasel! I'd never seen one wild before. He was ten inches long, thin as a curve, a muscled ribbon, 

brown as fruitwood, soft-furred, alert. His face was fierce, small and pointed as a lizard's; he would have 

made a good arrowhead. There was just a dot of chin, maybe two brown hairs' worth, and then the pure 

white fur began that spread down his underside. He had two black eyes I didn't see, any more than you 

see a window. 

The weasel was stunned into stillness as he was emerging from beneath an enormous shaggy wild rose 

bush four feet away. I was stunned into stillness twisted backward on the tree trunk. Our eyes locked, 

and someone threw away the key. 

Our look was as if two lovers, or deadly enemies, met unexpectedly on an overgrown path when each 

had been thinking of something else: a clearing blow to the gut. It was also a bright blow to the brain, or 

a sudden beating of brains, with all the charge and intimate grate of rubbed balloons. It emptied our 

lungs. It felled the forest, moved the fields, and drained the pond; the world dismantled and tumbled 

into that black hole of eyes. If you and I looked at each other that way, our skulls would split and drop to 

our shoulders. But we don't. We keep our skulls. So. 

He disappeared. This was only last week, and already I don't remember what shattered the 

enchantment. I think I blinked, I think I retrieved my brain from the weasel's brain, and tried to 

memorize what I was seeing, and the weasel felt the yank of separation, the careening splash-down into 

real life and the urgent current of instinct. He vanished under the wild rose. I waited motionless, my 

mind suddenly full of data and my spirit with pleadings, but he didn't return. 

Please do not tell me about "approach-avoidance conflicts." I tell you I've been in that weasel's brain for 

sixty seconds, and he was in mine. Brains are private places, muttering through unique and secret tapes-

but the weasel and I both plugged into another tape simultaneously, for a sweet and shocking time. Can 

I help it if it was a blank? 
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What goes on in his brain the rest of the time? What does a weasel think about? He won't say. His 

journal is tracks in clay, a spray of feathers, mouse blood and bone: uncollected, unconnected, loose 

leaf, and blown. 

I would like to learn, or remember, how to live. I come to Hollins Pond not so much to learn how to live 

as, frankly, to forget about it. That is, I don't think I can learn from a wild animal how to live in particular-

-shall I suck warm blood, hold my tail high, walk with my footprints precisely over the prints of my 

hands?--but I might learn something of mindlessness, something of the purity of living in the physical 

sense and the dignity of living without bias or motive. The weasel lives in necessity and we live in choice, 

hating necessity and dying at the last ignobly in its talons. I would like to live as I should, as the weasel 

lives as he should. And I suspect that for me the way is like the weasel's: open to time and death 

painlessly, noticing everything, remembering nothing, choosing the given with a fierce and pointed will. 

I missed my chance. I should have gone for the throat. I should have lunged for that streak of white 

under the weasel's chin and held on, held on through mud and into the wild rose, held on for a dearer 

life. We could live under the wild rose wild as weasels, mute and uncomprehending. I could very calmly 

go wild. I could live two days in the den, curled, leaning on mouse fur, sniffing bird bones, blinking, 

licking, breathing musk, my hair tangled in the roots of grasses. Down is a good place to go, where the 

mind is single. Down is out, out of your ever-loving mind and back to your careless senses. I remember 

muteness as a prolonged and giddy fast, where every moment is a feast of utterance received. Time and 

events are merely poured, unremarked, and ingested directly, like blood pulsed into my gut through a 

jugular vein. Could two live that way? Could two live under the wild rose, and explore by the pond, so 

that the smooth mind of each is as everywhere present to the other, and as received and as 

unchallenged, as falling snow? 

We could, you know. We can live any way we want. People take vows of poverty, chastity, and 

obedience--even of silence--by choice. The thing is to stalk your calling in a certain skilled and supple 

way, to locate the most tender and live spot and plug into that pulse. This is yielding, not fighting. A 

weasel doesn't "attack" anything; a weasel lives as he's meant to, yielding at every moment to the 

perfect freedom of single necessity. 

I think it would be well, and proper, and obedient, and pure, to grasp your one necessity and not let it 

go, to dangle from it limp wherever it takes you. Then even death, where you're going no matter how 

you live, cannot you part. Seize it and let it seize you up aloft even, till your eyes burn out and drop; let 

your musky flesh fall off in shreds, and let your very bones unhinge and scatter, loosened over fields, 

over fields and woods, lightly, thoughtless, from any height at all, from as high as eagles. 
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Excerpts from Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts & Literacy in 

History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects /Appendix B 

Grades 6-8 ELA 

Douglass, Frederick. Narrative of the Life of Frederick Douglass an American Slave, Written by Himself. 
Boston: Anti-Slavery Office, 1845. (1845) 

 

The plan which I adopted, and the one by which I was most successful, was that of making friends of all 

the little white boys whom I met in the street. As many of these as I could, I converted into teachers. 

With their kindly aid, obtained at different times and in different places, I finally succeeded in learning to 

read. When I was sent of errands, I always took my book with me, and by going one part of my errand 

quickly, I found time to get a lesson before my return. I used also to carry bread with me, enough of 

which was always in the house, and to which I was always welcome; for I was much better off in this 

regard than many of the poor white children in our neighborhood. This bread I used to bestow upon the 

hungry little urchins, who, in return, would give me that more valuable bread of knowledge. I am 

strongly tempted to give the names of two or three of those little boys, as a testimonial of the gratitude 

and affection I bear them; but prudence forbids;—not that it would injure me, but it might embarrass 

them; for it is almost an unpardonable offence to teach slaves to read in this Christian country. It is 

enough to say of the dear little fellows, that they lived on Philpot Street, very near Durgin and Bailey’s 

ship-yard. I used to talk this matter of slavery over with them. I would sometimes say to them, I wished I 

could be as free as they would be when they got to be men. “You will be free as soon as you are twenty-

one, but I am a slave for life! Have not I as good a right to be free as you have?”These words used to 

trouble them; they would express for me the liveliest sympathy, and console me with the hope that 

something would occur by which I might be free. 

I was now about twelve years old, and the thought of being a slave for life began to bear heavily upon 

my heart. Just about this time, I got hold of a book entitled “The Columbian Orator.” Every opportunity I 

got, I used to read this book. Among much of other interesting matter, I found in it a dialogue between a 

master and his slave. The slave was represented as having run away from his master three times. The 

dialogue represented the conversation which took place between them, when the slave was retaken the 

third time. In this dialogue, the whole argument in behalf of slavery was brought forward by the master, 

all of which was disposed of by the slave. The slave was made to say some very smart as well as 

impressive things in reply to his master—things which had the desired though unexpected effect; for the 

conversation resulted in the voluntary emancipation of the slave on the part of the master. 

In the same book, I met with one of Sheridan’s mighty speeches on and in behalf of Catholic 

emancipation. These were choice documents to me. I read them over and over again with unabated 

interest. They gave tongue to interesting thoughts of my own soul, which had frequently flashed 
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through my mind, and died away for want of utterance. The moral which I gained from the dialogue was 

the power of truth over the conscience of even a slaveholder. What I got from Sheridan was a bold 

denunciation of slavery, and a powerful vindication of human rights. The reading of these documents 

enabled me to utter my thoughts, and to meet the arguments brought forward to sustain slavery; but 

while they relieved me of one difficulty, they brought on another even more painful than the one of 

which I was relieved. The more I read, the more I was led to abhor and detest my enslavers. I could 

regard them in no other light than a band of successful robbers, who had left their homes, and gone to 

Africa, and stolen us from our homes, and in a strange land reduced us to slavery. I loathed them as 

being the meanest as well as the most wicked of men. As I read and contemplated the subject, behold! 

that very discontentment which Master Hugh had predicted would follow my learning to read had 

already come, to torment and sting my soul to unutterable anguish. As I writhed under it, I would at 

times feel that learning to read had been a curse rather than a blessing. It had given me a view of my 

wretched condition, without the remedy. It opened my eyes to the horrible pit, but to no ladder upon 

which to get out. In moments of agony, I envied my fellow-slaves for their stupidity. I have often wished 

myself a beast. I preferred the condition of the meanest reptile to my own. Anything, no matter what, to 

get rid of thinking! It was this everlasting thinking of my condition that tormented me. There was no 

getting rid of it. It was pressed upon me by every object within sight or hearing, animate or inanimate. 

The silver trump of freedom had roused my soul to eternal wakefulness. Freedom now appeared, to 

disappear no more forever. It was heard in every sound, and seen in everything. It was ever present to 

torment me with a sense of my wretched condition. I saw nothing without seeing it, I heard nothing 

without hearing it, and felt nothing without feeling it. It looked from every star, it smiled in every calm, 

breathed in every wind, and moved in every storm. 

Grades 6-8 History/Social Studies 

Murphy, Jim. The Great Fire. New York: Scholastic, 1995. (1995) 

From Chapter 1: “A City Ready to Burn” 

Chicago in 1871 was a city ready to burn. The city boasted having 59,500 buildings, many of them—such 

as the Courthouse and the Tribune Building—large and ornately decorated. The trouble was that about 

two-thirds of all these structures were made entirely of wood. Many of the remaining buildings (even 

the ones proclaimed to be “fireproof”) looked solid, but were actually jerrybuilt affairs; the stone or 

brick exteriors hid wooden frames and floors, all topped with highly flammable tar or shingle roofs. It 

was also a common practice to disguise wood as another kind of building material. The fancy exterior 

decorations on just about every building were carved from wood, then painted to look like stone or 

marble. Most churches had steeples that appeared to be solid from the street, but a closer inspection 

would reveal a wooden framework covered with cleverly painted copper or tin. 
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The situation was worst in the middle-class and poorer districts. Lot sizes were small, and owners usually 

filled them up with cottages, barns, sheds, and outhouses—all made of fast-burning wood, naturally. 

Because both Patrick and Catherine O’Leary worked, they were able to put a large addition on their 

cottage despite a lot size of just 25 by 100 feet. Interspersed in these residential areas were a variety of 

businesses—paint factories, lumberyards, distilleries, gasworks, mills, furniture manufacturers, 

warehouses, and coal distributors. 

Wealthier districts were by no means free of fire hazards. Stately stone and brick homes had wood 

interiors, and stood side by side with smaller wood-frame houses. Wooden stables and other storage 

buildings were common, and trees lined the streets and filled the yards. 

Media Text 

The Great Chicago Fire, an exhibit created by the Chicago Historical Society that includes essays and 
images: http://www.chicagohs.org/fire/intro/gcf-index.html 
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Grades 6-8 Science and Technical Subjects 

Petroski, Henry. “The Evolution of the Grocery Bag.” American Scholar 72.4 (Autumn 2003). (2003) 

That much-reviled bottleneck known as the American supermarket checkout lane would be an even 

greater exercise in frustration were it not for several technological advances. The Universal Product 

Code and the decoding laser scanner, introduced in 1974, tally a shopper’s groceries far more quickly 

and accurately than the old method of inputting each purchase manually into a cash register. But 

beeping a large order past the scanner would have led only to a faster pileup of cans and boxes down 

the line, where the bagger works, had it not been for the introduction, more than a century earlier, of an 

even greater technological masterpiece: the square-bottomed paper bag. 

The geometry of paper bags continues to hold a magical appeal for those of us who are fascinated by 

how ordinary things are designed and made. Originally, grocery bags were created on demand by 

storekeepers, who cut, folded, and pasted sheets of paper, making versatile containers into which 

purchases could be loaded for carrying home. The first paper bags manufactured commercially are said 

to have been made in Bristol, England, in the 1840s. In 1852, a “Machine for Making Bags of Paper” was 

patented in America by Francis Wolle, of Bethlehem, Pennsylvania. According to Wolle’s own 

description of the machine’s operation, “pieces of paper of suitable length are given out from a roll of 

the required width, cut off from the roll and otherwise suitably cut to the required shape, folded, their 

edges pasted and lapped, and formed into complete and perfect bags.” The “perfect bags” produced at 

the rate of eighteen hundred per hour by Wolle’s machine were, of course, not perfect, nor was his 

machine. The history of design has yet to see the development of a perfect object, though it has seen 

many satisfactory ones and many substantially improved ones. The concept of comparative 

improvement is embedded in the paradigm for invention, the better mousetrap. No one is ever likely to 

lay claim to a “best” mousetrap, for that would preclude the inventor himself from coming up with a still 

better mousetrap without suffering the embarrassment of having previously declared the search 

complete. As with the mousetrap, so with the bag. 

“Geology.” U*X*L Encyclopedia of Science. Edited by Rob Nagel. Farmington Hills, Mich.: Gale Cengage 

Learning, 2007. (2007) 

Geology is the scientific study of Earth. Geologists study the planet—its formation, its internal structure, 

its materials, its chemical and physical processes, and its history. Mountains, valleys, plains, sea floors, 

minerals, rocks, fossils, and the processes that create and destroy each of these are all the domain of 

the geologist. Geology is divided into two broad categories of study: physical geology and historical 

geology. 

Physical geology is concerned with the processes occurring on or below the surface of Earth and the 

materials on which they operate. These processes include volcanic eruptions, landslides, earthquakes, 
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and floods. Materials include rocks, air, seawater, soils, and sediment. Physical geology further divides 

into more specific branches, each of which deals with its own part of Earth’s materials, landforms, and 

processes. Mineralogy and petrology investigate the composition and origin of minerals and rocks. 

Volcanologists study lava, rocks, and gases on live, dormant, and extinct volcanoes. Seismologists use 

instruments to monitor and predict earthquakes and volcanic eruptions. 

Historical geology is concerned with the chronology of events, both physical and biological, that have 

taken place in Earth’s history. Paleontologists study fossils (remains of ancient life) for evidence of the 

evolution of life on Earth. Fossils not only relate evolution, but also speak of the environment in which 

the organism lived. Corals in rocks at the top of the Grand Canyon in Arizona, for example, show a 

shallow sea flooded the area around 290 million years ago. In addition, by determining the ages and 

types of rocks around the world, geologists piece together continental and oceanic history over the past 

few billion years. Plate tectonics (the study of the movement of the sections of Earth’s crust) adds to 

Earth’s story with details of the changing configuration of the continents and oceans. 

From UXL ENCY SKI V10, 2E. © Gale, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 

 

“Space Probe.” Astronomy & Space: From the Big Bang to the Big Crunch. Edited by Phillis Engelbert. 
Farmington. Hills, Mich.: Gale Cengage Learning, 2009. (2009) 

 

A space probe is an unpiloted spacecraft that leaves Earth’s orbit to explore the Moon, planets, 

asteroids, comets, or other objects in outer space as directed by onboard computers and/or instructions 

send from Earth. The purpose of such missions is to make scientific observations, such as taking pictures, 

measuring atmospheric conditions, and collecting soil samples, and to bring or report the data back to 

Earth. 

Numerous space probes have been launched since the former Soviet Union first fired Luna 1 toward the 

Moon in 1959. Probes have now visited each of the eight planets in the solar system. 

In fact, two probes—Voyager 1 and Voyager 2—are approaching the edge of the solar system, for their 

eventual trip into the interstellar medium. By January 2008 Voyager 1 was about 9.4 billion miles (15.2 

billion kilometers) from the Sun and in May 2008 it entered the heliosheath (the boundary where the 

solar wind is thought to end), which is the area that roughly divides the solar system from interstellar 

space. Voyager 2 is not quite as far as its sister probe. Voyager 1 is expected to be the first human space 

probe to leave the solar system. Both Voyager probes are still transmitting signals back to Earth. They 

are expected to help gather further information as to the true boundary of the solar system. 

The earliest probes traveled to the closest extraterrestrial target, the Moon. The former Soviet Union 

launched a series of Luna probes that provided humans with first pictures of the far side of the Moon. In 

1966, Luna 9 made the first successful landing on the Moon and sent back television footage from the 
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Moon’s surface. The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) initially made several 

unsuccessful attempts to send a probe to the Moon. Not until 1964 did a Ranger probe reach its mark 

and send back thousands of pictures. Then, a few months after Luna 9, NASA landed Surveyor on the 

Moon. 

In the meantime, NASA was moving ahead with the first series of planetary probes, called Mariner. 

Mariner 2 first reached the planet Venus in 1962. Later Mariner spacecrafts flew by Mars in 1964 and 

1969, providing detailed images of that planet. In 1971, Mariner 9 became the first spacecraft to orbit 

Mars. During its year in orbit, Mariner 9’s two television cameras transmitted footage of an intense 

Martian dust storm, as well as images of 90 percent of the planet’s surface and the two Martian natural 

satellites (moons). 

Encounters were also made with Mars in 1976 by the U.S. probes Viking 1 and Viking 2. Each Viking 

spacecraft consisted of both an orbiter and a lander. Viking 1 made the first successful soft landing on 

Mars on July 20, 1976. Soon after, Viking 2 landed on the opposite side of the planet. The Viking orbiters 

made reports on the Martian weather and photographed almost the entire surface of the planet. 

From ASTRONOMY & SPACE V2, 1E. © 1997 Gale, a part of Cengage Learning, Inc. Reproduced by permission. 
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Grades 9-10 ELA 

 

From “Ronald Reagan: Speech at Moscow State University” 

But progress is not foreordained. The key is freedom—freedom of thought, freedom of information, 

freedom of communication. The renowned scientist, scholar, and founding father of this university, 

Mikhail Lomonosov, knew that. “It is common knowledge,” he said, “that the achievements of science 

are considerable and rapid, particularly once the yoke of slavery is cast off and replaced by the freedom 

of philosophy.” […] 

The explorers of the modern era are the entrepreneurs, men with vision, with the courage to take risks 

and faith enough to brave the unknown. These entrepreneurs and their small enterprises are 

responsible for almost all the economic growth in the United States. They are the prime movers of the 

technological revolution. In fact, one of the largest personal computer firms in the United States was 

started by two college students, no older than you, in the garage behind their home. Some people, even 

in my own country, look at the riot of experiment that is the free market and see only waste. What of all 

the entrepreneurs that fail? Well, many do, particularly the successful ones; often several times. And if 

you ask them the secret of their success, they’ll tell you it’s all that they learned in their struggles along 

the way; yes, it’s what they learned from failing. Like an athlete in competition or a scholar in pursuit of 

the truth, experience is the greatest teacher. […] 

We Americans make no secret of our belief in freedom. In fact, it’s something of a national pastime. 

Every 4 years the American people choose a new President, and 1988 is one of those years. At one point 

there were 13 major candidates running in the two major parties, not to mention all the others, 

including the Socialist and Libertarian candidates—all trying to get my job. 

About 1,000 local television stations, 8,500 radio stations, and 1,700 daily newspapers—each one an 

independent, private enterprise, fiercely independent of the Government—report on the candidates, 

grill them in interviews, and bring them together for debates. In the end, the people vote; they decide 

who will be the next President. 

But freedom doesn’t begin or end with elections. Go to any American town, to take just an example, and 

you’ll see dozens of churches, representing many different beliefs—in many places, synagogues and 

mosques—and you’ll see families of every conceivable nationality worshiping together. Go into any 

schoolroom, and there you will see children being taught the Declaration of Independence, that they are 

endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights—among them life, liberty, and the pursuit of 

happiness—that no government can justly deny; the guarantees in their Constitution for freedom of 

speech, freedom of assembly, and freedom of religion. 
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Go into any courtroom, and there will preside an independent judge, beholden to no government 

power. There every defendant has the right to a trial by a jury of his peers, usually 12 men and women—

common citizens; they are the ones, the only ones, who weigh the evidence and decide on guilt or 

innocence. In that court, the accused is innocent until proven guilty, and the word of a policeman or any 

official has no greater legal standing than the word of the accused. 

Go to any university campus, and there you’ll find an open, sometimes heated discussion of the 

problems in American society and what can be done to correct them. Turn on the television, and you’ll 

see the legislature conducting the business of government right there before the camera, debating and 

voting on the legislation that will become the law of the land. March in any demonstration, and there 

are many of them; the people’s right of assembly is guaranteed in the Constitution and protected by the 

police. Go into any union hall, where the members know their right to strike is protected by law. 

But freedom is more even than this. Freedom is the right to question and change the established way of 

doing things. It is the continuing revolution of the marketplace. It is the understanding that allows us to 

recognize shortcomings and seek solutions. It is the right to put forth an idea, scoffed at by the experts, 

and watch it catch fire among the people. It is the right to dream—to follow your dream or stick to your 

conscience, even if you’re the only one in a sea of doubters. Freedom is the recognition that no single 

person, no single authority or government has a monopoly on the truth, but that every individual life is 

infinitely precious, that every one of us put on this world has been put there for a reason and has 

something to offer. 
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Grades 9-10 History/Social Studies 

Dash, Joan. The Longitude Prize. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 2000. (2000) 

From Chapter 1: “A Most Terrible Sea”  

 

At six in the morning I was awaked by a great shock, and a confused noise of the men 
on deck. I ran up, thinking some ship had run foul of us, for by my own reckoning, and 
that of every other person in the ship, we were at least thirty-five leagues distant from 
land; but, before I could reach the quarter-deck, the ship gave a great stroke upon the 
ground, and the sea broke over her. Just after this I could perceive the land, rocky, 
rugged and uneven, about two cables’ length from us…the masts soon went overboard, 
carrying some men with them… notwithstanding a most terrible sea, one of the 
[lifeboats] was launched, and eight of the best men jumped into her; but she had 
scarcely got to the ship’s stern when she was hurled to the bottom, and every soul in he 
perished. The rest of the boats were soon washed to pieces on the deck. We then made 
a raft…and waited with resignation for Providence to assist us. 

—From an account of the wreck of HMS Litchfield off the coast of North Africa, 1758 

 

The Litchfield came to grief because no one aboard knew where they were. As the narrator tells us, by 

his own reckoning and that of everyone else they were supposed to be thirty-five leagues, about a 

hundred miles, from land. The word “reckoning” was short for “dead reckoning”—the system used by 

ships at sea to keep track of their position, meaning their longitude and latitude. It was an intricate 

system, a craft, and like every other craft involved the mastery of certain tools, in this case such 

instruments as compass, hourglass, and quadrant. It was an art as well. 

Latitude, the north-south position, had always been the navigator’s faithful guide. Even in ancient times, 

a Greek or Roman sailor could tell how far north of the equator he was by observing the North Star’s 

height above the horizon, or the sun’s at noon. This could be done without instruments, trusting in 

experience and the naked eye, although it is believed that an ancestor of the quadrant called the 

astrolabe—”star-measurer”—was known to the ancients, and used by them to measure the angular 

height of the sun or a star above the horizon. 

Phoenicians, Greeks, and Romans tended to sail along the coasts and were rarely out of sight of land. As 

later navigators left the safety of the Mediterranean to plunge into the vast Atlantic—far from shore, 

and from the shorebirds that led them to it—they still had the sun and the North Star. And these 

enabled them to follow imagined parallel lines of latitude that circle the globe. Following a line of 

latitude—”sailing the parallel”—kept a ship on a steady east-west course. Christopher Columbus, who 

sailed the parallel in 1492, held his ships on such a safe course, west and west again, straight on toward 
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Asia. When they came across an island off the coast of what would later be called America, Columbus 

compelled his crew to sign an affidavit stating that this island was no island but mainland Asia. 

Mann, Charles C. Before Columbus: The Americas of 1491. New York: Atheneum, 2009. (2009) 

From Chapter 2 

 

If you asked modern scientists to name the world’s greatest achievements in genetic engineering, you 

might be surprised by one of their low-tech answers: maize. 

Scientists know that maize, called “corn” in the United States, was created more than 6,000 years ago. 

Although exactly how this well-know plant was invented is still a mystery, they do know where it was 

invented—in the narrow “waist” of southern Mexico. This jumble of mountains, beaches, wet tropical 

forests, and dry plains is the most ecologically diverse part of Mesoamerica. Today it is the home of 

more than a dozen different Indian groups, but the human history of these hills and valleys stretches far 

into the past. 

From Hunting to Gathering to Farming 

About 11,500 years ago a group of Paleoindians was living in caves in what is now the Mexican state of 

Puebla. These people were hunters, but they did not bring down mastodons and mammoths. Those 

huge species were already extinct. Now and then they even feasted on giant turtles (which were 

probably a lot easier to catch than the fast moving deer and rabbits.) 

Over the next 2,000 years, though, game animals grew scarce. Maybe the people of the area had been 

too successful at hunting. Maybe, as the climate grew slowly hotter and drier, the grasslands where the 

animals lived shrank, and so the animal populations shrank, as well. Perhaps the situation was a 

combination of these two reasons. Whatever the explanation, hunters of Puebla and the neighboring 

state of Oaxaca turned to plants for more of their food. 
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Grades 9-10 Science and Technical Subjects 

Walker, Jearl. “Amusement Park Physics.” Roundabout: Readings from the Amateur Scientist in 
Scientific American. New York: Scientific American, 1985. (1985) 

 

From “Amusement Park Physics: Thinking About Physics While Scared to Death (on a Falling Roller 
Coaster)” 

 

The rides in an amusement park not only are fun but also demonstrate principles of physics. Among 

them are rotational dynamics and energy conversion. I have been exploring the rides at Geauga Lake 

Amusement Park near Cleveland and have found that nearly every ride offers a memorable lesson. 

To me the scariest rides at the park are the roller coasters. The Big Dipper is similar to many of the roller 

coasters that have thrilled passengers for most of this century. The cars are pulled by chain at the top of 

the highest hill along the track, Released from the chain as the front of the car begins its descent, the 

unpowered cars have almost no speed and only a small acceleration. As more cars get onto the 

downward slope the acceleration increases. It peaks when all the cars are headed downward. The peak 

value is the product of the acceleration generated by gravity and the sine of the slope of the track. A 

steeper descent generates a greater acceleration, but packing the coaster with heavier passengers does 

not. 

When the coaster reaches the bottom of the valley and starts up the next hill, there is an instant when 

the cars are symmetrically distributed in the valley. The acceleration is zero. As more cars ascend the 

coaster begins to slow, reaching its lowest speed just as it is symmetrically positioned at the top of the 

hill. 

A roller coaster functions by means of transfers of energy. When the chain hauls the cars to the top of 

the first hill, it does work on the cars, endowing them with gravitational potential energy, the energy of 

a body in a gravitational field with respect to the distance of the body from some reference level such as 

the ground. As the cars descend into the first valley, much of the stored energy is transferred into kinetic 

energy, the energy of motion. 

 

Emerson, Ralph Waldo. “Society and Solitude.” Essays and Poems. New York: Library of America, 
1996. (1857) 

 

‘Tis hard to mesmerize ourselves, to whip our own top; but through sympathy we are capable of energy 

and endurance. Concert fires people to a certain fury of performance they can rarely reach alone. Here 
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is the use of society: it is so easy with the great to be great; so easy to come up to an existing 

standard;—as easy as it is to the lover to swim to his maiden through waves so grim before. The benefits 

of affection are immense; and the one event which never loses its romance, is the encounter with 

superior persons on terms allowing the happiest intercourse. It by no means follows that we are not fit 

for society, because soirees are tedious, and because the soiree finds us tedious. A backwoodsman, who 

had been sent to the university, told me that, when he heard the best-bred young men at the law school 

talk together, he reckoned himself a boor; but whenever he caught them apart, and had one to himself 

alone, then they were the boors, and he the better man. And if we recall the rare hours when we 

encountered the best persons, we then found ourselves, and then first society seemed to exist. That was 

society, though in the transom of a brig, or on the Florida Keys. 

A cold, sluggish blood thinks it has not facts enough to the purpose, and must decline its turn in the 

conversation. 

But they who speak have no more,—have less. ‘Tis not new facts that avail, but the heat to dissolve 

everybody’s facts. The capital defect of cold, arid natures is the want of animal spirits. They seem a 

power incredible, as if God should raise the dead. The recluse witnesses what others perform by their 

aid, with a kind of fear. It is as much out of his possibility as the prowess of Coeur-de-Lion, or an 

Irishman’s day’s-work on the railroad. ‘Tis said, the present and the future are always rivals. Animal 

spirits constitute the power of the present, and their feats are like the structure of a pyramid. Their 

result is a lord, a general, or a boon companion. Before these, what a base mendicant is Memory with 

society. As Bacon said of manners, “To obtain them, it only needs not to despise them,” so we say of 

animal spirits, that they are the spontaneous product of health and of a social habit. “For behavior, men 

learn it, as they take diseases, one of another.” 

But the people are to be taken in very small doses. If solitude is proud, so is society vulgar. In society, 

high advantages are set down to the individual as disqualifications. We sink as easily as we rise, through 

sympathy. So many men whom I know are degraded by their sympathies, their native aims being high 

enough, but their relation all too tender to the gross people about them. Men cannot afford to live 

together by their merits, and they adjust themselves by their demerits,—by their love of gossip, or by 

sheer tolerance and animal good-nature. They untune and dissipate the brave aspirant.  

The remedy is, to reinforce each of these moods from the other. Conversation will not corrupt us, if we 

come to the assembly in our own garb and speech, and with the energy of health to select what is ours 

and reject what is not. Society we must have; but let it be society, and not exchanging news, or eating 

from the same dish. Is it society to sit in one of your chairs? I cannot go into the houses of my nearest 

relatives, because I do not wish to be alone. Society exists by chemical affinity, and not otherwise. 
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Put any company of people together with freedom for conversation, and a rapid self-distribution takes 

place, into 

sets and pairs. The best are accused of exclusiveness. It would be more true to say, they separate as oil 

from water, as children from old people, without love or hatred in the matter, each seeking his like; and 

any interference with the affinities would produce constraint and suffocation. All conversation is a 

magnetic experiment. I know that my friend can talk eloquently; you know that he cannot articulate a 

sentence: we have seen him in different company. Assort your party, or invite none. Put Stubbs and 

Coleridge, Quintilian and Aunt Miriam, into pairs, and you make them all wretched. ‘Tis an extempore 

Sing-Sing built in a parlor. Leave them to seek their own mates, and they will be as merry as sparrows. 

A higher civility will re-establish in our customs a certain reverence which we have lost. What to do with 

these brisk young men who break through all fences, and make themselves at home in every house? I 

find out in an instant if my companion does not want me, and ropes cannot hold me when my welcome 

is gone. One would think that the affinities would pronounce themselves with a surer reciprocity. 

Here again, as so often, Nature delights to put us between extreme antagonisms, and our safety is in the 

skill with which we keep the diagonal line. Solitude is impracticable, and society fatal. We must keep our 

head in the one and our hands in the other. The conditions are met, if we keep our independence, yet 

do not lose our sympathy. These wonderful horses need to be driven by fine hands. We require such a 

solitude as shall hold us to its revelations when we are in the street and in palaces; for most men are 

cowed in society, and say good things to you in private, but will not stand to them in public. But let us 

not be the victims of words. Society and solitude are deceptive names. It is not the circumstance of 

seeing more or fewer people, but the readiness of sympathy, that imports; and a sound mind will derive 

its principles from insight, with ever a purer ascent to the sufficient and absolute right, and will accept 

society as the natural element in which they are to be applied. 
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Grades 11-12 History/Social Studies 

Douglass, Frederick. “What to the Slave Is the Fourth of July?: An Address Delivered in Rochester, New 
York, on 5 July 1852.” The Oxford Frederick Douglass Reader. Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1996. 
(1852) 

 

Fellow Citizens, I am not wanting in respect for the fathers of this republic. The signers of the 

Declaration of Independence were brave men. They were great men, too great enough to give frame to 

a great age. It does not often happen to a nation to raise, at one time, such a number of truly great men. 

The point from which I am compelled to view them is not, certainly, the most favorable; and yet I cannot 

contemplate their great deeds with less than admiration. They were statesmen, patriots and heroes, and 

for the good they did, and the principles they contended for, I will unite with you to honor their 

memory.... 

...Fellow-citizens, pardon me, allow me to ask, why am I called upon to speak here to-day? What have I, 

or those I represent, to do with your national independence? Are the great principles of political 

freedom and of natural justice, embodied in that Declaration of Independence, extended to us? And am 

I, therefore, called upon to bring our humble offering to the national altar, and to confess the benefits 

and express devout gratitude for the blessings resulting from your independence to us? 

Would to God, both for your sakes and ours, that an affirmative answer could be truthfully returned to 

these questions! Then would my task be light, and my burden easy and delightful. For who is there so 

cold, that a nation’s sympathy could not warm him? Who so obdurate and dead to the claims of 

gratitude, that would not thankfully acknowledge such priceless benefits? Who so stolid and selfish, that 

would not give his voice to swell the hallelujahs of a nation’s jubilee, when the chains of servitude had 

been torn from his limbs? I am not that man. In a case like that, the dumb might eloquently speak, and 

sthe “lame man leap as an hart.” 

But such is not the state of the case. I say it with a sad sense of the disparity between us. I am not 

included within the pale of glorious anniversary! Your high independence only reveals the immeasurable 

distance between us. The blessings in which you, this day, rejoice, are not enjoyed in common. The rich 

inheritance of justice, liberty, prosperity and independence, bequeathed by your fathers, is shared by 

you, not by me. The sunlight that brought light and healing to you, has brought stripes and death to me. 

This Fourth July is yours, not mine. You may rejoice, I must mourn. To drag a man in fetters into the 

grand illuminated temple of liberty, and call upon him to join you in joyous anthems, were inhuman 

mockery and sacrilegious irony. Do you mean, citizens, to mock me, by asking me to speak to-day? If so, 

there is a parallel to your conduct. And let me warn you that it is dangerous to copy the example of a 

nation whose crimes, towering up to heaven, were thrown down by the breath of the Almighty, burying 
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that nation in irrevocable ruin! I can to-day take up the plaintive lament of a peeled and woe-smitten 

people!  

“By the rivers of Babylon, there we sat down. Yea! We wept when we remembered Zion. We hanged our 

harps upon the willows in the midst thereof. For there, they that carried us away captive, required of us 

a song; and they who wasted us required of us mirth, saying, Sing us one of the songs of Zion. How can 

we sing the Lord’s song in a strange land? If I forget thee, O Jerusalem, let my right hand forget her 

cunning. If I do not remember thee, let my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth.” 

Fellow-citizens, above your national, tumultuous joy, I hear the mournful wail of millions! whose chains, 

heavy and grievous yesterday, are, to-day, rendered more intolerable by the jubilee shouts that reach 

them. If I do forget, if I do not faithfully remember those bleeding children of sorrow this day, “may my 

right hand forget her cunning, and may my tongue cleave to the roof of my mouth!” To forget them, to 

pass lightly over their wrongs, and to chime in with the popular theme, would be treason most 

scandalous and shocking, and would make me a reproach before God and the world. My subject, then, 

fellow-citizens, is American slavery. I shall see this day and its popular characteristics from the slave’s 

point of view. Standing there identified with the American bondman, making his wrongs mine, I do not 

hesitate to declare, with all my soul, that the character and conduct of this nation never looked blacker 

to me than on this 4th of July! Whether we turn to the declarations of the past, or to the professions of 

the present, the conduct of the nation seems equally hideous and revolting. America is false to the past, 

false to the present, and solemnly binds herself to be false to the future. Standing with God and the 

crushed and bleeding slave on this occasion, I will, in the name of humanity which is outraged, in the 

name of liberty which is fettered, in the name of the constitution and the Bible which are disregarded 

and trampled upon, dare to call in question and to denounce, with all the emphasis I can command, 

everything that serves to perpetuate slavery the great sin and shame of America! “I will not equivocate; 

I will not excuse”; I will use the severest language I can command; and yet not one word shall escape me 

that any man, whose judgment is not blinded by prejudice, or who is not at heart a slaveholder, shall not 

confess to be right and just. 

But I fancy I hear some one of my audience say, “It is just in this circumstance that you and your brother 

abolitionists fail to make a favorable impression on the public mind. Would you argue more, an 

denounce less; would you persuade more, and rebuke less; your cause would be much more likely to 

succeed.” But, I submit, where all is plain there is nothing to be argued. What point in the anti-slavery 

creed would you have me argue? On what branch of the subject do the people of this country need 

light? Must I undertake to prove that the slave is a man? That point is conceded already. Nobody doubts 

it. The slaveholders themselves acknowledge it in the enactment of laws for their government. They 

acknowledge it when they punish disobedience on the part of the slave. There are seventy-two crimes in 

the State of Virginia which, if committed by a black man (no matter how ignorant he be), subject him to 
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the punishment of death; while only two of the same crimes will subject a white man to the like 

punishment. What is this but the acknowledgment that the slave is a moral, intellectual, and responsible 

being? The manhood of the slave is conceded.  It is admitted in the fact that Southern statute books are 

covered with enactments forbidding, under severe fines and penalties, the teaching of the slave to read 

or to write. When you can point to any such laws in reference to the beasts of the field, then I may 

consent to argue the manhood of the slave. When the dogs in your streets, when the fowls of the air, 

when the cattle on your hills, when the fish of the sea, and the reptiles that crawl, shall be unable to 

distinguish the slave from a brute, then will I argue with you that the slave is a man! 

 

For the present, it is enough to affirm the equal manhood of the Negro race. Is it not astonishing that, 

while we are ploughing, planting, and reaping, using all kinds of mechanical tools, erecting houses, 

constructing bridges, building ships, working in metals of brass, iron, copper, silver and gold; that, while 

we are reading, writing and ciphering, acting as clerks, merchants and secretaries, having among us 

lawyers, doctors, ministers, poets, authors, editors, orators and teachers; that, while we are engaged in 

all manner of enterprises common to other men, digging gold in California, capturing the whale in the 

Pacific, feeding sheep and cattle on the hill-side, living, moving, acting, thinking, planning, living in 

families as husbands, wives and children, and, above all, confessing and worshipping the Christian’s God, 

and looking hopefully for life and immortality beyond the grave, we are called upon to prove that we are 

men! 

Would you have me argue that man is entitled to liberty? That he is the rightful owner of his own body? 

You have already declared it. Must I argue the wrongfulness of slavery? Is that a question for 

Republicans? Is it to be settled by the rules of logic and argumentation, as a matter beset with great 

difficulty, involving a doubtful application of the principle of justice, hard to be understood? How should 

I look to-day, in the presence of Americans, dividing, and subdividing a discourse, to show that men have 

a natural right to freedom? Speaking of it relatively and positively, negatively and affirmatively. To do so, 

would be to make myself ridiculous, and to offer an insult to your understanding. There is not a man 

beneath the canopy of heaven that does not know that slavery is wrong for him. 

What, am I to argue that it is wrong to make men brutes, to rob them of their liberty, to work them 

without wages, to keep them ignorant of their relations to their fellow men, to beat them with sticks, to 

flay their flesh with the lash, to load their limbs with irons, to hunt them with dogs, to sell them at 

auction, to sunder their families, to knock out their teeth, to burn their flesh, to starve them into 

obedience and submission to their masters? Must I argue that a system thus marked with blood, and 

stained with pollution, is wrong? No! I will not. I have better employment for my time and strength than 

such arguments would imply. What, then, remains to be argued? Is it that slavery is not divine; that God 

did not establish it; that our doctors of divinity are mistaken? There is blasphemy in the thought. That 
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which is inhuman, cannot be divine! Who can reason on such a proposition? They that can, may; I 

cannot. The time for such argument is passed. 

At a time like this, scorching irony, not convincing argument, is needed. O! Had I the ability, and could 

reach the nation’s ear, I would, to-day, pour out a fiery stream of biting ridicule, blasting reproach, 

withering sarcasm, and stern rebuke. For it is not light that is needed, but fire; it is not the gentle 

shower, but thunder. We need the storm, the whirlwind, and the earthquake. The feeling of the nation 

must be quickened; the conscience of the nation must be roused; the propriety of the nation must be 

startled; the hypocrisy of the nation must be exposed; and its crimes against God and man must be 

proclaimed and denounced. 

What, to the American slave, is your 4th of July? I answer; a day that reveals to him, more than all other 

days in the year, the gross injustice and cruelty to which he is the constant victim. To him, your 

celebration is a sham; your boasted liberty, an unholy license; your national greatness, swelling vanity; 

your sounds of rejoicing are empty and heartless; your denunciation of tyrants, brass fronted 

impudence; your shouts of liberty and equality, hollow mockery; your prayers and hymns, your sermons 

and thanksgivings, with all your religious parade and solemnity, are, to Him, mere bombast, fraud, 

deception, impiety, and hypocrisy — a thin veil to cover up crimes which would disgrace a nation of 

savages. There is not a nation on the earth guilty of practices more shocking and bloody than are the 

people of the United States, at this very hour. 

Go where you may, search where you will, roam through all the monarchies and despotisms of the Old 

World, travel through South America, search out every abuse, and when you have found the last, lay 

your facts by the side of the everyday practices of this nation, and you will say with me, that, for 

revolting barbarity and shameless hypocrisy, America reigns without a rival.  
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Grades 11-12 Science and Technical Subjects 

Tyson, Neil deGrasse. “Gravity in Reverse: The Tale of Albert Einstein’s ‘Greatest Blunder.’” Natural 
History. 112.10. (Dec 2003). (2003) 

 

Sung to the tune of “The Times They Are A-Changin’”: 

 

Come gather ‘round, math phobes, 

Wherever you roam 

And admit that the cosmos 

Around you has grown 

And accept it that soon 

You won’t know what’s worth knowin’ 

Until Einstein to you 

Becomes clearer. 

So you’d better start listenin’ 

Or you’ll drift cold and lone 

For the cosmos is weird, gettin’ weirder. 

—The Editors (with apologies to Bob Dylan) 

 

Cosmology has always been weird. Worlds resting on the backs of turtles, matter and energy coming 

into existence out of much less than thin air. And now, just when you’d gotten familiar, if hot really 

comfortable, with the idea of a big bang, along comes something new to worry about. A mysterious and 

universal pressure pervades all of space and acts against the cosmic gravity that has tried to drag the 

universe back together ever since the big bang. On top of that, “negative gravity” has forced the 

expansion of the universe to accelerate exponentially, and cosmic gravity is losing the tug-of-war. 

For these and similarly mind-warping ideas in twentieth-century physics, just blame Albert Einstein. 

Einstein hardly ever set foot in the laboratory; he didn’t test phenomena or use elaborate equipment. 

He was a theorist who perfected the “thought experiment,” in which you engage nature through your 

imagination, inventing a situation or a model and then working out the consequences of some physical 

principle. 

If—as was the case for Einstein—a physicist’s model is intended to represent the entire universe, then 

manipulating the model should be tantamount to manipulating the universe itself. Observers and 

experimentalists can then go out and look for the phenomena predicted by that model. If the model is 

flawed, or if the theorists make a mistake in their calculations, the observers will detect a mismatch 
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between the model’s predictions and the way things happen in the real universe. That’s the first cue to 

try again, either by adjusting the old model or by creating a new one. 

Media Text 

NOVA animation of an Einstein “thought experiment”: 

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/einstein/relativity/ 
  

http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/nova/einstein/relativity/
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CT Systems of Professional Learning –  Sample Unit Template 

Grade Level: Month Length:  

Unit # and Title: 

Unit Overview 

Summary of the unit, with unit goals, essential learning activities (reading, writing, speaking and 

listening, and language tasks), central texts, Performance Assessment and connection to units in ELA or 

other disciplines 

CT Core Standards 

Strand, Grade Level, Standard #, Standard written out 

(Standards assessed in Performance Assessment or other major assessments are bold-faced. Standards 

assessed through daily formative assessment are in plain type.) 

 

Core Understandings to Explore 

Students will understand that…… 

(Big ideas to explore, discuss and uncover, reflect on and analyze during the unit – may transfer to other 

learning and life experiences) 

 

 

 

Essential Questions 

(Ongoing and guiding questions that point students toward key understandings and push students to 

look for patterns, connect ideas, and consider strategies) 
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Declarative and Factual Knowledge Skills 

Students will know… 

(Recall, memorize, define) 

 

 

 

 

Students will be able to…. 

(Organize, apply, analyze, integrate, evaluate) 

 

Performance Assessment(s) 

(Description, Prompt, Standards. Full directions and rubric are in unit appendix.) 

 

 

 

 

 

Other Assessment(s)/Evidence 

(Tests and quizzes, projects, writing assignments) 

 

 

Vocabulary 

(Definition provided or word defined in context 

within a lesson) 

 

 

 

 

(Subset of words for extended study in the unit) 
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Resources 

Central Text(s) 

 

Supplementary Text(s) 

 

Art/Music/Media 

 

Online Resources 

 

Student Supports and Extensions 

(Broad description of scaffolding and support for all students (UDL) and for specific subgroups of 

students (SWD, ELL), and including extensions for students working above grade level) 

 

 

 

Interdisciplinary Connections 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Unit #/Title/Date of version  
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Lesson Plan Map for Unit (Title) 

Lesson 1 Title:  

Lesson Summary: 1–2 sentence summary of lesson activities, text, reading, writing , speaking or listening 

task, formative assessment, and homework if applicable 

Standards Addressed:  

(Can be standard numbers only.) 

Lesson Vocabulary:  

Materials and preparation: list of materials needed for lesson and any special preparation teacher must 

make ahead of time. 

 

Lesson 2 Title:  

Lesson Summary: 1–2 sentence summary of lesson activities, text, reading, writing , speaking or listening 

task, formative assessment, and homework if applicable 

Standards Addressed:  

(Can be standard numbers only.) 

Lesson Vocabulary:  

Materials and preparation: list of materials needed for lesson and any special preparation teacher must 

make ahead of time. 

 

Lesson 3 Title:  

Lesson Summary:1–2 sentence summary of lesson activities, text, reading, writing , speaking or listening 

task, formative assessment, and homework if applicable 

Standards Addressed:  

(Can be standard numbers only.) 

Lesson Vocabulary:  

Materials and preparation: list of materials needed for lesson and any special preparation teacher must 

make ahead of time. 

 

REPEAT LESSON OUTLINES FOR ALL LESSONS IN UNIT. 

 

Unit #/Title/Date of version 
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CT Systems of Professional Learning  –  Sample Lesson Plan Template  

Unit Title:  

Lesson # and Title:  

Standards 

CCRA.R.1 - Read closely to determine what the text says explicitly and to make logical inferences 
from it; cite specific textual evidence when writing or speaking to support conclusions drawn 
from the text. 

CCRA.SL.1 - Prepare for and participate effectively in a range of conversations and 
collaborations with diverse partners, building on others' ideas and expressing their own clearly 
and persuasively. 

CCRA.L.4 - Determine or clarify the meaning of unknown and multiple-meaning words and 
phrases by using context clues, analyzing meaningful word parts, and consulting general and 
specialized reference materials as appropriate 

Learning Targets/Goals/Objectives/Guiding Questions 

 

 

 

Vocabulary Teaching Notes for the Lesson 

 

 

 

 

Lesson Sequence (Agenda) Materials 

 

 

 

 

 

  

http://www.corestandards.org/ELA-Literacy/CCRA/SL/1/
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Opening Meeting Students’ Needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Work Time (including specific text-dependent questions and 
discussion protocols) 

Meeting Students’ Needs 
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Closing and Assessment  Meeting Students’ Needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Homework Meeting Students’ Needs 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

All templates and handouts for lesson should be attached as a part of the lesson plan. 
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http://vimeo.com/84900192
http://vimeo.com/54871334
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pGLTJw0GSxk
file://pcgpohdc08/public/CLIENTS/CSDE/Development/Module%202/ELA/Participant%20Guide/Book%20Builder:%20http:/bookbuilder.cast.org
http://www.udlcenter.org/aboutudl/udlguidelines
http://www.udlonline.cast.org/


Connecticut Core Standards for ELA & Literacy 
Grades 6–12: Supporting All Students in Close Reading, 

Academic Language, and Text-based Discussion 
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Module 2 Participant Guide 

Microsoft Photo Story 3: http://microsoft-photo-story-en.softronic.com 

UDL Book Editions: http://udleditions.cast.org/INTRO,all_about_coyotes.html 

UDL Online Wheel: http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/ 

http://microsoft-photo-story-en.softronic.com/
http://udleditions.cast.org/INTRO,all_about_coyotes.html
http://udlwheel.mdonlinegrants.org/

